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.' TinePfauter IPE 15() eNC Hoobingl
Machine sets new industry standards
for efficiency and versatility.

• The PS 1000 ONC Hobbing and
Grinding Machine is the result of tM
combined technical efforts of Pfauter
and Kapp, two leading machine tool
manufacturers.

• The Hoefler EMZ 400 Gear Measuring
Center w.ith Hewlett Packard c~mputer
cantrall for analYtical gear inspection.

• The Kapp481 CNC !FonnGrinding Machine
incorporating state of tneart control with
C8N (8orazon} grinding technology.

.The Sykes "Genertron" CNC High·
Production Gear Shaping Machine.

C!N!C Ci,ea~rM~nuf'act'ulrlilng
,anld Me,aSUlrllln' I...,. ·1115

We are proud to introduce five new CNC machines in the APt product :line:

'Gear Manufacturing and Measunn,g Systems
925 E. Es!~s A.'enue, Elk Grooe Vin'lIe, Ulinoll! 6000'1, IUSA
Phone 312-64D·7500· TWX 91()'222·2055
A ,ub.idiary of Hermann Pfauter GmbH &; Co ..
Hobbing Machines, Ludwigsburg, We.! Germ.ny

CIRCLE A·l 'ON READER REPLY CA:RO
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N'O'TES FRO~IITHE EDI'I~'OR"S D'ES,K

Hisloy comes around fUI drde It IS If1teIeStI'lg to
talk to gear manufac:b.Rrs who seMce the defense,
aesospac!. autornotfve and computer industries and
f6ld that their sales. produCtfon and backlogs reflect
ecceIent and. 10 some cases. record breaking busl-
ness. Yet oornpanIes prImaI1Iy dependent upon In-
4ISIftaf and commerdaf gearing. whIe doing sIIghdy
beaI!r. iR stII having c:trncuIties.

It was not too many ~ ago that the currendy
bootie 9 industries vvet'e nat on their back. like the
hfusII1aI and cornmerdaf gear rnan&.tacturers IDday.
ttDIe a:mpanes pared daWn d1ei' operattons. cut
#let overt1eacI. sold elf a scrapped okI machi1eIy.
and In Ofher ways COI~ to become leaner
and meR eftIdent They did this out 0' necessity - out cI a __
~ started to come their ~ they were ready. They fla\Ie _"'<.~..
JilUfthISe the finest Iab!st tI!ChnoIoQv clVaiIabIe in order co proclIt!e .... ~_
IcJWeit possible cost

We can always CXJtn on "*9 to change. and 50 can ~,J!_~~~
gearing. ~ the past and preset Itdo not file
a hunan trait to assune IhIt 1tIe future wi contIrIJe to be.e._
CXU1try was booming. almOSt everyone assumed that .,.
WIhoUt Ir'IterrufXIon Loansanct ~ ~ befng _ .....'""WiI~'1

the ~ ~ d the Penn Square Bank. d AIodIiiiIl'.

81Cis NatIonal Bar*. ~ good examples d the folly ct thiS ~,.
ecDtDmISts were ~ that i'1ftatIon would contfrRJe to

'Mth inIIadoIl at Its Il:MId point n twenty years.
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The Advanced Technology of
LEONARDO DA VINCI 1452 - 1519

Almo.st trve eenrunes h lie passed since
LeonardO sketched his rhoughts and desIgns for
machines HIs purpose. b e deSJgrl engineers of
today. was to find ways [0 have work done
more qUICkly and ,eaSily.wtlile malnr:alnlngstan-
dards of uniforml!}' ilnd precIsion He seemed in-
tent upon discovenng universal laws by experi-
mentIng wrttr basIC maO'lIne elements and as-
Signing quanlltative values wherever he could
He analyzed every posable type or beanngs, link-
ages. gears and other modes of mechanICal trans-
rmsson Hts draWings seem [0 IndICate. how'
eVef. [hal he con~nued [0 review hi!> desIgns
Iookmg for ways [0 combrne steps making sJm-
pIef. faster. rTlOfe useful

The cover sketch. a file mak.er. 11 one of
Leonardo's earliest machine deSigns. II clearly
shows hIS intUll)ve undersranalngof rhe concept
of modern automation It was designed so [hat
once It W<lSstarted. II reqUired no further human
IntelVenrron. Once the crank In the foreground
was tumed. a coordlnared set of rnoeons began
The rope WOUld unwind around the crankshaft.
causing a lug al [he far end of the crankshaft to
strike a lug anached to the pivotal axle, which
held a long hammer handle The pl"ongs of the
sprockel wheel would strike the lugs at tl'le ham-
mer axle. causing the hammer to nse. When [he
hammer fell, It would sInke the blank file and
leave a series of rUrrQWl on ItS surface ThiS de-
SJgn pl"0VIded fOf Increa.sed productMty at the
files. and also reduced the chance of human error
thus prOViding for greater un form!!y

The Journal Of Gear Man'uJactur,i,ng
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ASME
calendar

The folloWing IS a calendar of events for The American
ety of Mechanical Engneers. For furt:her informadon. I"r'\n~

[he ASi\AEoffice (212) 705-7722.

N"D!chnicaI Meedng* Oct 7-9 Diesel & Gas Engine Power Technical
tw.vIt Plaza Hotel. WashIngron. DC 1984 Conference. Hilton HaTVeSt House. Boulder.

CO (212) 705-7054.

OCt 7-10 Design AutomatiOn. Mechanisms. and
1984 Devices & Spotting EquIpn'leI'1(Ca .-er!l1Ce5,

Hyatt Regency. Carroridge. MI\
.... ~C~f4aJ (212) 705-7788

~ Ar1Ir9OO. VA
Oct. 10-12 Power TransmiSSlOl1& Geanng and=Endosed Ortve ~ 1984 Engneenng Conferences. Hyatt Regency.

Akport Heel. Adanra. GA Cambridge. MA f2J2) 705-7788

MItt1e Gearing CornrnIIlee (6 3a) Oct. 17-20 Management executiVeS Conterence-East.
The Peabocty Hotel. Mernf:ttIs. TN 1984 InniSbrook Resort. Tarpon Springs. FL

(212) 705-7788.

Oct. 22-24 Joint LubOCation Conference. San DI!go
1984 Hilton. San Diego. CA (212) 705-7793

Oct. 23-26 Textile IndustrIeS DMsion & ManlAclurfng
.... ~ MeetIng ~1tS 1984 Technical Group..Joint Conference. Sheraton

TcdI ___ Analysis d Spur Central. Greenville. SC (212) 705-7788
8earfngs'" by Ray Drago and B.R. Oct. 28-31 Industrlal Power Conference. PhiladelphIa

1984 Marriott. Philadelphia. PA {2121 705-7795

Dec. 9-14 WINTER ANNUAL MEETING, New Oteans
1984 Hilton. New Orleans. LA 12121705-70S3

Can 00 For You" - Robert:
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e.._iewIflllClM!r8:i by the Society cI Manufactumg
d special iI'UfeSI: ID the Gearing IndustJy

11IiI'~"8iIIir~hn""'""oontact SME PtA* Relations. P.o
m:.DeIllbam M 48121. (313) 27HSOO

HOtJSTEX Tool & M'g. Conference & Expo
Allert Thomas Convendon Center.
HoustDn. TX

WESTEC '85 Melal & Tool Expo & Conference
Las Angejes ConventiOn Center.
Los Angefes. CA
(Co-sponsored by SME & A9v1)

& MANUFACTURJNG CUNIC

Lettenfor Ihls columnshoul" be addr,essed to Lel~
'ten to the Editor, GEAR' TECHNOLOGY .. P.O., IlaX
1,426, Elk G:fove VIUag-, IL 60001., Lette'l
submitted I:olhls column becom ,'th ' prDperty of'
GEAR TE~HNOllOGY. INam s willi be with_held
upon request; howevef~ no anonymous letters
wlllibe published. Opinions xpressed by contJ'lbu-
tors are Inot necessarUythose 01the editor or pu~
Ilshlng staH.

SINGLE FLANKTESTINGI

Dear Editor:

It was very interesting [0 see Robert Smith's article on single
flank testiingof gears. This method of testing is widely used in
!Britainbecause it is very fast and allows checking in a fraction

I

of the time that conventional methods rake; this nas been
found to be a tremendous commercial advantage for

I

checking' supplies from subcontractors and also allows 100%
checking.

Although mainly used here for parallel shaft gears. single
flank lor Transmission Erro~ checking is very useful for
matching bevel gears rapidly and for finding the best:orienta-
tion of worms to their wheels when very high precision drive
is required;.

,Incertain caseswhere misalignment of he~calgears occurs.
single Hank checking has given very useful information on the
variation of arignment with load IRef, II· Generally it is not
possible to carry out adVanced vibration development work
on high precision gears without using single flank cheos.
This is because Transmission Error may need holding to less
than 5 microns (2l1Oths milll at once per tooth although at
least 4 separate tolerances are involved in contromng
alignment.

Extension of Transmission Error testing to full load condi-
tions. unlike the inspection stage, has occurred on several rigs
already and promises to become a routine part of gear pro-
duction control giving very much quieter gears.

Yours faithfully.

J D Smith
Cambridge University Engineering Dept

1. Gears. and their Vibratlon. J.D. Smith, Marcel Dekker. 1983 Ch.9.

:Qcto'ber·November 1984 .5



NOW you can assure hob Quality
befOre cutting your first gear

Bad hobs cut bad gears. That's a fact. But with
our new Hob Check™ 2000 software svstem, you can
assure hob quality before manufacturing bad gears.

The Hob CheckTM2000 is turnkey software which
works in conjunction with our QC 2000-4 gear inspec-
tion system. It directs compl'etion of hob testing: pro-
cedures, and, test results can be stored, then analyzed
through software procedures. Computer analysis of
test results to different standards (such as US and
European) makes this ,system cost effective and fl'exible.

The Hob Check™ 2000 can provide hob and ,gear
manufacturers quality control using plant-tested,
operational hardware.

• Tools can be qualified as accurate
before release for use

• Troubleshooting becomes 'efficient
• Reason for rejection can be identified
• Software cost is a fraction of that

of a dedicated hob checker

For Hob Check™ 2000 specifications and our
Model2()()()..4 ac System brochure loaded with informa-
tion and applications on true universal gear inspectlon,
wr,ite or call M & M Precision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449, 513/859-8273.

CIRCLE A-3 ON RfADER REPlY CARD
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Endurance Lhnit for Contact Stress in 'Gears
by

G. C Mudd and J. M. France
David B.rown Gear Co.

Synopsis
With the publishing 01 various ISO draft standards relating

to gear .rating procedures, there has been much discussion in
technical papers concerning the various load' modifiCQh~on
factors. One of the most basic of parameters affecting the
T(;Itingof gears, namely the endurance limit for either contact
or bending stress, has not, however. attracted a great deal of
attention. In view of the fact that ISO' and other modem gear
ratings attempt to assess the reAl stresses experienced by the
gear teeth, it is imporlant that th.e material allowable stresses
Are ,equally understood. This is particularly so when' material
properties are varying, as ,in a surface hardened layer.

This paper reports on work done examining variations in
surf aGe hardened ge11rs and ,fhe interaction of sur/ace.
bending, and residual ssresses in a field 01 varying har;dness.

Introduction
The traditional stress analysi~ approach to determining 'the

performanoe of a load carrying member is to evaluate 'tile
stress cycle and, by means of a Goodman diagram, determine
a factor of safety for the material in question. There is no
fundamental reason why a gear tooth should not be evalu-
ated in the same way. However; for surface hardened gears,
there arecomplleations, because of the following reasons:
a) The stress cycle isa combination of contact (Hertzian)

and bending stresses.
b) Residual stresses are present in thesuriace of the gear

tooth.
'c) The resistance of 'the material to fatigue, which isa func-

tion of hardness, varies with depth below the surface.

The Stress Cycle
As illustrated in !Fig. l,the stress cycle, experienc«\ by a

point on the flank of a gear tooth, consists '0£ a compressive
Hertzian stress followed by a tensile bending stress ..

AUTHORS:
DR. GEORGE MUDD is Director of engineering ,at

D'av£d Brown Gear Industries, Huddersfie.ld, England. He
has a B. Sc, C. Eng., ,and MI. Mechanical Engineering
degrees. He b.egan his career in 1951 in Design, moving in
J953 to ReseaT,ch and D.evelopment with particular empha-
sis on the fundamental' natu~e of gear tooth faUure in all
applications.

MR...J. M. fRANCE Joined David Brown Gear Industries
in 1974 after spending eight years in the Airframe industry.
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Cycle of Stress, at a Point on Tooth Flank

B

Diatlra' 01 loa:!
I'~om !'ClOt

51,... It.A ,., 1!oIdi ,~ to II
F19.1

Hertzian stresses are well kn.own, and are dependant upon
the relative radius of curvature of the gearsat th point of
contact. and vary with depth below the surface and distanee
from the point of application of the load. Bending stresses are
traditionally associated with the tooth root bending caieula-
tions, but also have an 'effect on the stress cycle at the pitch
line as the load moves 'towards t.he tip. In the tooth rill t, of
COUESe, the stress cycle consists of Ithe bending stress alone,
experienced once per revolution.

Residua~ Stress
Residuall stresses may be present in all materials, but may

be regarded as negligible in (through) hardened materials. In
surface hardened steels, however, .residual stress is induced,
because of volume changes as austenite transfonns to mar ..
tensit during the quenching oper:ation. As shown Itypically in
~ig. 2, heat 'treatment proceduresare chosen to proouce a
compressive residual stress ,a.t'the surface, which is balanced
by tensile residual stresses near the case/core in.terface.

The totalst:ress state resulting from the combination of
Hertzian, bending and residual stresses is, therefore, complex
varying in pattern at every poin't from the 'tooth tip. to the
root fillet, and from the surtaceto sub-surface.

Hardness Gra.d'ents
For each point, the 'total stress must be compared with the

fatigue resistance of the material at that point. which. for a
surface hard ned gear, because of the hardness variation,
alsochanges with distance from the surface (Fig. 3)'.

Criterion ,of .faUuft, aad Endurance Ratio
Over a period of years, disc tests have been ,carried out at

n.B.GJ. asa means of 'comparing material perfonnance.
using a variety of materials (refs. 1 to 3). One .of the limita-
tions .of tests conducted with similar sized discs has been. dtat

October-November 1,9847'
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for surface hardened materials, the results could not reflect
the ,effect of radius of curvature on the performance; but
these results were of great value in providing the information
forcarrying out an evaluation of the ,effectiveness of several
alternative failure criteria. By comparing the predictions with
the disc tests results, a judgement was made as to the criterion
which most closely predicted the actual results. The combina-
tion of criterion of failure and endurance ratio, which gave
the best correlation between theory and test results, was a
Direct Stresscriterion using an endurance ratio of 0.5. The
Goodman diagram used in theevaluation is shown in Fig. 4.

Goodman Di'agram used ,in Analysis

AItWNI/ng,
:Strn.

I INcilNndlhn ~
en ~ ...yl*llrqlh

SE ~ IIImIt 10-5'UTSI
TYS TtnIl.. y .. 1II1 Itr.n;th
IUTS u:rtImI.. IIMI .. , IllWI'Igtl'l,

11'.19.4

Use 01 HTZ to Evaluate Endurance Limit for Contact Stress
A computer program, HTZ, has been written to analiyze

the total stress field 'experienced by a gear tooth and compare
this with the material properties at points on and below the
surface of the tooth flank and fillet. A description of program
HTZ, with a typical output, is shown in Appendix 1.

Using the criterion of failure selected above, the program
has been used to analyze a large selection of hypothetical and
real gears. The following hardening processes were
considered:
1. Through hardened
2. Carburised and hardened
3. Nitride hardened
4. Induction hardened
The effect of varying the core hardness (within limits typical
foreach process) and of varying the casedepths has also been
investigated.

Previous work (Ref. 8) has indicated that the limiting con-
tact stress for gears is a function of the dimensionless parame-
ter - relative radius of curvature/module (~/mn)' This pa-
rameter has been used in the presentation of the theoretical
results and good correlation was again found. This is shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

In the case of surface hardened gears, a further complica-
tion is introduced by the possible variation incasedepth. The
actualcasedepth used on a gear may be chosen for geomet-
rical, or economic reasons, or as a limitation of the process
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used. The gear examples were, therefore, computed with
different values of effective easedepthand the data generated
used to define:
a) A 1irniting depth' (i.e. the ,effective casedepth beyond

which a further increase in casedepth does not produce
further increase in failure IGad),and

b) The reduction in failure load resul'ting from effective
easedepths less than. the lliniting depth. This applies in
particular to large module nitrided gears where the 1imlt-
ing casedepth cannot normally be achieved.

The limiting depths were found to be:

limiting Casedepth

655M13 carburisedand
hardened
722M2A nitride hardened

8171'v140 induction
hardened

0..16 x normal module

0..20 x normal module

0..32 x normal module

Effective easedepth is defined as the depth at which the hard-
ness falls, below sao !iV. The value of 0.16 x normal module
for carburised and hardened steel was found to be remark-

ably dose to the historical values, which have proved to
work well in practice.

The reduction in theendurance limit for contactst:ress,
with reduction in effectiv,e casedepth, is shown graphically in
Fig. 'l against the parameter actual casedepth/l:imiting
casedepth. The same graph can be used for each ofthe three
hard~ing pr""cesses considered .

The endurance limit for surface stress is then calculated from
the product of the values from the three graphs in. Fig. 5, Fig.
6 and Fig. 7, i.e,

when. "Hoeft =endurance limit for surfac-e stress

o f£ =endurance limit for surface 'stress of a disc- Hoe (

=disc/ gear correllation factor

= casedepth factor

Experiment<d Results

Disc Resul:ts
Disc results we presented as Hertzian stresses at the failu_re

load calculated from:

" HD = . I_F_- - •'V b1t -

E (1 1)'--+--
rl . Il'

when F force between discs (failure load)

b width of disc

E - Young's modulus

v Poisson's ratio

fl,r1 radii of curvature of roller and disc
respectively

- I
Z,g '04

- - I

H

C8sede,pth ,Factor

'I·

'0·""-----=0.'="1--.,.="4:- .. -~OoI:O:c--":1oer::-_ --, .....0:----' ...1-

Actu.l~~,
'IJmI1:l1lll1~h Fig. 7
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IExperimentatand IHTZ Results lor Discs
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The results are shown graphically in Fig. 8 with the theoreti-
cal result from HTZ for comparison.

Gea~ Circulatol!' Tests
In parallel, with the theoretical analysis, a number of gear

circulator tests have been performed. The firsttests were to
investigate the eff,ect of the manufacturing process on tooth
root bending stress. For example, grinding after heat treat-
ment tends to reduce the compressive residual stress at the
surface; shot-peening 'tends to produce compressive residual
stress at the surface. These results have been used for compar-
ison with the theoretical bending results from HTZ.

Before the test result can be used to calculate a bending
stress, however, it is necessary to know the ratio of the peak
bending moment experienced by the tooth throughout the
tooth cycle, to the nominal bending moment calculated using
the AGMA inscribed parabol!a. This was achieved using a
computer program CIODA. A description of program
CLODA, with atypical output, appears in Appendix 2. The
misalignment was assessed from no-load contact markings,
and other deviations from true involute were measured. Dy-
namic and surface finish effects were accounted for by factors
from a. gear rating standard internal to David Brown Gear
Industries Ltd. This gives values of dynamic factor and
roughness factors similar to ISO. Step loading was accounted
for by the use of Miners Rule.

Test Details
The tests were carried out on an. 8 inch centers gear circula-

tor.. Torque was locked into the system by means of am
adjustable coupling, and measured using strain. gauges and

10 Gear Technology

telemetry equipment. Gears were 7 Pn with a37 tooth pinion
and 7S tooth wheel. Two facewidthS were tested, namely 1
inch and 0.5 inch.

Test Results
Test results are, in most cases, 99% confidence levels based.
on five tests on identical gears. The raw results have been
modified for non-uniform load and moment distribution by
the factors calculated by computer program ClDDA. Results
are tabulated in Fig. 9 in which the theoretic result. from
program HTZ is also given for comparison ..

Batch Batch Pace- ! PaIlUR I
Te$t TheorelicaJ Power

No. Size widlh Type Failure Capacity from
I

Powu':HP HTZ'-HP

1 5 1 Pinion 647 648Bending

2 5 I
Pinion

700' 648,Bending

3 4 O.S Pimo.n 3M 3141Bending

4 2 'O.S Wheel 359
I

330Bending

s 1 1 Pinion 1047
1'------

96SPitting I ~
,FIg. 9

Gear Cin:ulator 'test Results
Note: The test results have been adjusted for the effect ,of

load distribution (CLODA vaJues), dynamic, lubri-
cant and roughness eff,ects. Tests to produce surface
Eailill'e (pitting) are still proceediag, but early results
have been used for comparison with the theory.
Again, it is necessary to modify the load before caleu-
lat:ing a Hertzian stress.fn this case, by the load distri-
bution factor as evaluated by CLODA.

Discussion ·01 Results
The table of results (Fig. 9) shows that good agreement

exists between the experimental and 'theoretical. results for
both contact and bending stress failures. For contact stress,
the disc test results (Fig. 8) provided further confirmation of
the theory ..

The results of the effect of reduced casedepth (Fig. 7), it is
believed, have an importance beyond the field of gear rating
only.. This graph can be used as a production optimisation
and when carburised pinions are meshing, for instance, with
large through-hardened wheels. In such cases, the limit.ing
casedepthwil1 not usually be required and considerable cost
saving can be achieved.
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Appen.d.ix 1 -Program. BTZ

The program 'HTZ' analyses the complete stress history of a disc,
or a gear tooth, down the flank and in the root fillet at varying
depths below the surface in the following way:
A matrix is set up consisting of ten points down the flank and six
points round the root fillet, each at fifteen depths below the tooth
surface.
Considering a particular point in this matrix a nominal load in-
tensity is applied at the tooth tip and a finite element analysis
performed to establish rhe bending stress at that point.
The same nominal. load intensity is then applied at points down
the flank, and using classical Hertzian theory,t:he contact stress
a't the point under consideration is calculated and combined with
the bending stress previously calculated. Residual stresses, either
from heat treatment processes or from finishing processes, are
added to this stress pattern. Using a Goodman diagram and the
stress cycle established above, the load intensity and position (for
Hertzian stress) is iterated until a reserve factor 'of unity on
fatigue life occurs at that point.
This is repeated for each point in the matrix, such that a matrix of
failure load intensities can be constructed. In a surface hardened
gear where the hardness varies with depth, each point in the
matrix has an identifiable hardness and, therefore, a different
Goodman diagram.
The failure load intensities are then converted to reserve factors
by dividing throughout by their minimum (i ..e. a reserve factor of
unity will occur at one point in the matri», aU other values being
greater or equal. to unity).
The minimum reserve factor at the pitch line is then used to
calculate the basic endurance limit for contact stress (SAC in
AGMA) from classical Hertzian theory.
In. the tooth HUet, where there is no contact, the tooth root
bending stresses, including stress concentration, are used in the
Goodman diagram. Again residual stresses and the hardness gra-
dients are taken into account. In this case, the load is taken as
acting at the tooth rip and by iterative procedure is used until a
reserve facbor of unity is achieved ..Using th.e AGMA inscribed
parabola procedure an equivalent permissible bending stress
(SAT in AGMA) can be evaluated ..
Input to the program consists of:
a) gear geometry
b l' residual stress pattern
c) material hardness gradient (if surface hardened) or ultimate

tensile strength (if through-hardened)

1:-11 ON! READER REPLY CAR,!)

Appendix .2 - Program CLODAand IitsUse in Inlerplletatiol'l of
Gear Tests
Description of Program
Program eLODA evaluates the distribution. of load and 'the re-
sultant bending moment at thecritical section across a meshing
spur or helical gear pair. The load distribution is calculated using
the contributory :f1exibilityor the gears, the transmitted torque
and the deviation of the mesh from true involute and from true
alignment. The bending moment distribution evaluated from fhe
load distribution using our integr.ation of Jaramillo's cantelev r
plate theory (ref. S) modified by the moment-image method of
Wella.u.erand Seireg (ref. 6).

Tooth deflections are based on a three dimensional finite element
model (ref. 7),of a helical gear tooth which enabled the end 'effects
to be evaluated. For speed of operation it was found possible to
construct a modification filebased on these three dimensional
results which modifies the two dimensional model of each gear
tooth as it is considered.
Input to the program consists of:
a) gear details
b) shaft sectional details
c) operating torque
d) alignment and pitch 'errors
e) profile and helix modlfications
f) imposed defle·c:tions(due to other loads on the same shaft)
The analysis is performed for one mesh at ten positions through
the engagement cycle. An. option is available to graph the load
intensity, moment intensity and Hertzian stress at t-he position
at which the maximum occurs, Typical graphs are shown in
fig. 10.
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Cone' Drive Double Enveloping W,o,rm Gearing
Design '& Manufacturing

W. G. Loveless, ChieEEngineer
Ex-CeUO Corporation

Cone Drive Operations
Traverse City, Michigan 49684

History of The .EvoluUo.nof
Double Enveloping Worm Gearing

Worm gearing is of great antiquity, going back about 2100
years to Archemides, who is generalily acknowledged as its in-
ventor. Archemides' concept used an Archemidial spiral to
rotate a toothed wheel. Development of the worm gearing prin-
ciple progressed along convenhonal lines until about 500 years
ago when Leonardo DaVincievolved the double enveloping
gear concept. Worm gearing kJday is basically divided into three
classes or types as follows: (Fig. 1)

1. Those having neither element throated.
2. Those having one (I) element throated (generally the gear)

(cylindrical worm gearing),
3. Those having both elements throated (double enveloping

worm gearing).
Early worm gearing was made of wood, or wood and metal.

Some ancient gears made of stone have been discovered in
Sweden where they were used for grinding grain. Most of the
early gearing was of the non-throated design. The precise origin
of the single element throated gem: cannot accurately be
established, although Hughes and Phillips were making single
element throated gearing in this country as early as 1873,

Historicali records indicate Ithat approximately 200 years ago
in York, England the famous clockmaker; Henry Hindley, made
the firslthsoaled worm design ..It was used in a dividing machine
which he is also credited w.ith originating. The gear was ap-
proximately 13' in diameter and had 360 teeth. The teeth were
about 1116" thick at the pitch line, and the helix angle was about
1D. John Smeatson, a contemporary, said in part, "The threads
of this screw were not formed upon a cylindricali surface, but
upon a solid, whose sides were terminated hy arches of circles
-the screw and wheel, being ground together as an optic glass
to its tool. produced that degree of smoothness in its motion
that I observed, and lastly, that the wheel was cut from the
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fig. I-Diagrams of three classesof worm gearing.

HIJ'.I:)1-EY WORM CE,AR

fig_ 2- Typical Hindley worm gear design.

dividing plate". It can be determined, from the above, that the
worm was throated, but it is not clear whether the wheel. was
also throated. (Fig. 2)

There is no indication of further progress in throated worms



until 1878 when Stephen A. Morse became interested in a
patent on a machine for cuttingthem, About 1883 the U.S.
Govemmenl became interested in the Hindley type gearing,
and began using it where heavy shock loads were encountered
and where an absence of backlash was desirable.

In general, the Hindley double-enveloping worm gearing
utilized in this country incorporated an enveloping worm. having
straight sides in the axis of the worm. Also, the worm was
generally bronze and the gear steel. It early became appare~t
that as a result of the constantly varying diameters and helix
angles of the Hindley double enveloping worm, throughout
its length, that it would be necessary to utilize a fluted worm
as a h~b in the production of the ,throated gear element. The
form of the worm (and the fluted hob) prevented the use of
tangential hob feed because the larger diameter of the hob~t
its ends (compared to the center diameter of that hob) would
effectively destroy the gear form and gear teeth diameter. in
the hobbing process. This left the radical feed method as the
most viable method for producing HindJey double enveloping
worm gear.ing. In this method, the hob and gear were fed
toward one another in a radial direction while geared to the
proper time relation for the ratio involved ..

For the same reason that the completed elements will not
operatesatisfactorily on other than the designed center distance.
with Hindley designs it was equally impossible to hob a. true
form by radially feeding the hob and gear blank together. This
radial feed method resulted in a "destroyed action", whereby,
the ends of the hob, because of their larger diameter and rota-
tional are, removed excessive stock from the flanks of the gear
teeth in the infeed process. (Fig. 3)

To minimize this problem, Hindley hobs were made very
short so as to reduce the cutting arc of the hob ends. The
negative effect of this wasto reduce the effective teeth in con-
tad, since the worm could not be longer than the hob without
creating worm/gear interference ..After hobbing, Hindley dou-
ble enveloping worms and gears were extensively lapped in
an attempt to broaden the worm gear contact Such lapping
sometimes exceeded 48 hours - using sand and water,

In the early 1920's Mr. Samuel L Cone of Portsmouth,
Virginia, manufactured at the Norfolk Navy Yard, a double
throated or double enveloping type of worm geaing, which
presently carries his name, l.e., Cone Drive double enveloping

Fig. 3-Cutting arc resulting in "destroyed action".

Fig. 4- Typical double enveloping gear hob.

wonn gearing. Mr. Cone had developed and patented a. rational
method of generating the elements of double enveloping gear-
ing which permitted the cutting of both elements, without in-
terference, when operated at center distance. The Cone dou-
ble enveloping principle utilized a hob made by gashing a worm
(Fig. 4) but having thread flanks thinner in cross section than
the worm from which it was evolved. When such a hob was
radially fed into a.gear blank to proper center distance. the gear
was merely roughed out, in tha~ its tooth form was oversize
tothe extent that the hob was made undersize. The "destroyed
action" was stiil there. However, the hob and gear were now
on center distance and there was stock available for 'truing up
the gear tooth form. Radial feed here was not the answer
because the hob and gear were already on center distance.
Tangential feed would not work because .it would alter the
pressure angle and tooth form of the gear tooth. In the Cone
principle, rotational feed is used. whereby the relative rotational
position of the hob and the gear blank are changed. This creates

F.lg. 5-TypJcal double enveloping worm cutter.
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a cutting action to bring the geartooth to size, remove the
"destroyed action", and produces a true tooth form. This rota-
tional feed is not unlike taking up backlash in the gearset,

The double enveloping worm is produced in a manner similar
to the double enveloping gear. A cutter representing the
midplane section of a gear is used. (Fig. 5)

The teeth in the cutter, insofar as mating form is concerned,
are identical with the teeth in the gear. (While this is basically
true - certain liberties are taken in both hob and cutter design
to provide better cutting action, Chip clearance, uniform cut-
ting pressures, etc.), Here also, the cutter teeth are undersize,
but true in form to permit recutting of the thread flanks once
correct center distance has been reached, Rotational side feed
is again used in this finishing operation.

While the above hobbing procedure seems simple, there are
many factors adding to the complexities of achieving
economical man ufadure , Hob and cutter heattreat distortion,
true form backoff, generating and hobbing large gearsets up
to 50· center distance, indexing and non-indexing ratios, special
hob bing and generating machines with rolational side feed
features, individual hobs and cutters for each center distance
and ratio were only a few of the problems which had to be
solved by Cone Drive engineers to effectively amd economi-
cally manufacture double enveloping gearsets. Double envelop-
ing worm gearing is manufactured in this country primarily by
Cone Drive, Franke Gear, Westem. Gear and Yard,

Design.o,.f Double Enveloping Worm Gearing
The design of Cone double enveloping worm geaing is based

on a different tooth form concept. Instead of involute or other
curved tooth forms, most double enveloping gears have straight
sided forms on both the gear teeth and worm threads with this
form tangent to a common base circle, (Fig. 6)

As with cylindrical worm gearing, 'experience over the years
has established the practical design proportions for helix angles,
pressure angles. number of teeth in gear, gear widths, relation-
ship of worm P.O. to worm root diameter, tooth thickness,
backlash, etc., Most of these are outlined in AGMA specihca-
tion 342,0'2, which contains design formulas as well as tables
of recommended proportions. While the average engineer can
use these formulas to design his own gearsets, double envelop-
ing manufacturers prefer to establish these designs themselves,
in most cases to specifically suit the application, Since a hob
and cutter or other suitable tools must be made for each center
distance and ratio, it is desirable that a gearset design be of the
proper proportions the first time through, because changes to
the design proportions cannot be readily accomplished without
Cha~ging the tooling,

The straight sided form, as well as the side feeding opera-
tion in manufaduring, enable double enveloping worm gears
to have variable tooth thickness, This gives considerable latitude
in design. Normally we hold to a 55 % ·45 % ratio with the gear
.55 % of the circular pitch and the worm 4.5 % of the circular
pitch, This gives a. much more balanced design since the worm,
which is made from steel, is the stronger member (120,0'00' PSI
yield) and the gear, made from bronze, is the weaker member
(25,00'0 PSI yield), By making the gear tooth thickness greater
than the worm thread thickness, the two members are more
nearly equal in relative strength. Obviously, if we can normally
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Fig. 6-Cone drive double enveloping worm gear design,
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obtain a 4.5/55 tooth thickness relationship, then specific ap-
plications of an unusual nature which would benefit from a.
60140' or other worm/gear thickness relationship can be
provided.

Another advantage to the side feeding feature of Cone dou-
ble enveloping wonn and gear manufacture is selective back-
lash. Since we can produce worm and/or gear tooth thickness
exactly to' suit, we can readily create close backlash gearsets,
We have produced numerous designs and manufactured hun-
dreds of gearsets with backlash in the .000 to ..0002 range on
design center distance. Obviously, it is extra work and more
expensive to make such close backlash designs - but it can
be and is done.

Gear material for double enveloping worm gearing follows
the normal worm gearing practice of using SAE 65 or 65N
bronzes-statically chill cast or centrifugally cast. Forged bronzes
and some of the maganese aluminum bronzes are sometimes
used for gear materials. They are primarily noted for their
strength and not their bearing characteristics. Aluminum bronzes
are often used in place of regular tin or nickel/tin bronzes where
additional strength is required, not, however, without a certain
penalty in bearing characteristics_ Most aluminum bronzes must
be restricted in rubbing velocity to work effectively in worm
gear applications_ Wber,eas we use tin bronzes up to 2000
ftlminute rubbing speed with splash lubrication, the aluminum
bronzes are restricted to 600-800 ftlminute.

Gear bronzes are a unique material and one should not
assume that justany tin-bronae alloy wit! suffice .. It rakesa
precise blend of tin and copper in Ithe right proportions and
cast in a,precise manner to create the proper dendritic forma-
tion and the correct amounts of the alpha/delta phase so
necessary to make a!good bearing bronze for worm gearing.
Much .of the secret in obtaining an 'effective gear bronze results
in the structural formation of the material with hard load carry-
ing phases ofa high tin concentration finely dispersed
throughout a matrix of bronze which tends to cushion the tin
particles. (Fig. 7) (Fig. 8)

This provides an effective bearing surface to carry the load.
The copper phase should be sufficienfly ductile so that it wiu
yield and Row with thatloa.d. This "flow-ability" assists in
creating the broad area of contact so prevalent in double
enveloping wonn gearing and also compensates for minor er-
rors in manufacturing and assembly,

Most gear bronzes have physical characteristics of
45,000'-50',000 PSI tensile, 22,000-25,000 PSI yield, 10%-12%

fig.. 7-rkndriticstrudure in alpha matrix lin bronze centrifugally cast- SOx..

Fig. 8-Delta particles in dendritic alpha. matnx tin bronze centrifugally c~I·5Ox.

elongation and hardness ranges of 85-120 BHN. for a. com-
prehensive Ilisting of gear bronzes and their physical
characteristics. reference should be made to AGMA 240'.0].

ManufaclUring Melhods for Cone Drive
Double Enveloping Worm 'Geanng

Manufacturing of double enveloping worm gearing beyond
normal preparatory stages involves basically:

1. Hobbing
2. Generating
3. Matching and lapping
4. Assembly
Hobbing and generating is done on Ithe same machine. On

gearsets up through 1.8.0.00· center distance, there are specially
designed hobber/gen raters which mount the work piece and
the cuttingtool in exact position and location with respect to.
each other, (Fig. 9)

Center distance is set by dial indicators. side and end pos.i-
tionsare set by the use of gage blocks. The radial fe·ed
mechanism and rotational feed mechanism are geared into the
machine so that the hobber/generator is in effed semi-automati
in operation. Gearsets Larger than [8 ..000' center distance up
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fig .. lO~Matching lapping machine.

to 52.000* Genter distance are manufactured oncommerdal
hobbers which have been considerably altered to suit double
enveloping gearing and have rotational feed boxes attached to
the machine system.

Hobs and cutters are manufactured at our own fa.cility where
material, heat treat, back off, grinding, spacing, lead, pressure
angle, etc, can be controlled within exacting limits.

Cone double enveloping worms are not ground. This
precludes certain material selections and hardness, Cone dou-
bleenveloping worms are made from 4150' resulphurized steel
heat treated to Rc 35·38 or nitrided with a 87·1SN case (28-30'
Rc core). Generating steel this hard has an obvious effed on
cutter life. Hob and cutter life controls the processing after hob-
bing and generating. Tooth form will change as tools dull. As
a result, within the usable life of a sharpening cycle, some tooth
forms wit! be minutely different than others,

To provide the customer with a uniform and consistent qual-
ity gearset, most double enveloping worms and gears are
matched on center distance, end position, and side position for
a quality check. (Fig. 10')

While this is not a mandatory procedure, In that many
customers purchase worms and gears separately and use them
at random, it is, nevertheless, the ideal procedure to achieve
the high performance capabilities of the double enveloping pro-
duct. When a worm and gear do not produce contact patterns
up to standards, the worm and gear are lightly lapped to pro-
duce the desired contact. Such a lapping procedure is very
minimal-no more than 1 - 2in·lbs. load and 3 - 8 gear revolu-
tions in each direction of rotation, TotaI lapping time is generally
less than one (1) minute.

Assembly of doubleenveloping worm-gears, to ideal con-
t.act,necessitates that the set be on true gear side position, worm
end position, and center distance, We recommend, for max-
imum initial performance ofa double enveloping worm gearsel,
that center distance, gear side position and worm end position
tolerances be in accordance with the follOWing table.

Center Distance
Up to 6·
6· to 12"
Over 12"

Tolerance
±.OOl
±.OO2
±.OO3
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Comments have been made about the additional effort in-
volved in controlling worm end position. If you provide con-
trol of center distance and gear side position, and both cylin-
drical and double enveloping worm geanng requires that you
do so, then controlling worm end position Is only one more
step, and certainly the technique is readily available. We are
consistently holding worm end position along with center
distance and side position while producing 2.0.0.0, and more,
speed reducers per month at our facility. The effort in providing
worm end position is minimaJ when compared to the benefits
of the greatly increased load capacity which will be realized
with double enveloping worm gearing. In addition, we have
found that double enveloping worms and gears - off slightly
on center distance, worm end position, or gear side position
(or any combination) rapidly seat againsteach other during the
break-in and are soon providing full contact and design capac-
ity. The straight sided conjugate form, parallel roa common
base diameter, enables the double enveloping design of worm
gearing to regenerate to an ideal matching relationship.

Worm gear efficiency is worthy of discussion. Testing has
established that center distance for center distance and ratio for
ratio cylindrical worm gearing and double enveloping gearing
will have thesame basic efficiency values. Since Cone Drive
manufactures not only wonn gearing but helical and herring-
bone gearing as well, we fed that we are also somewhat
qualified to compare worm gear efficiencies with helical effi-
ciencies. That worm gear efficiency is less than that of helical
gearing will not be disputed ..However, the overall variations
between these two (2) types of gear efficiencies are not as great
as generally assumed. For years it has been commonly stated
that helical and herringbone gearing have efficiency losses of
1 %-2 % at mesh. This is a reasonably valid value. However,
what most people fail to consider is the fad that helical and
herringbone gearing at 1 %·2. % mesh inefficiency must be in-
stalled in gearboxes where bearing losses, oil seal drag and
churning losses within the bearbox add to the mesh loss. When
these losses are added to mesh loss, then the overall gearbox
efficiency is considerably less.

We consider that a single reduction helical or herringbone
gearbox will have approximately 95 % overall efficiency, a dou-
ble reduction will have 92 % -93 %, a triple reduction will have
89%-90% and a quadruple reduction will have approximately
86 %·87 %. It should also be recognized that the higher ratio
helical and herringbone gearboxes require multiple gearsets and
each one of these gearsets musl be suitably mounted in its own
bearing mounting arrangement, The multiplicity of bearings and
gears compound the bearing and churning losses within the
gearbox.

A. worm gearbox within the normal ratio range of 5:1-1.00:1
generally accomplishes the ratio change using a single gearset.
Thechuming losses win be higher on a 5:1 design but the churn-
ing losses on the 1DO;] design will be substantially reduced
because of the very low rotational. speed of the gear. We con-
sistently find 5:1 ratio worm gearboxes running at 95 % effi-
ciency, which compares ona par with helical boxes of this ratio,
With a 2.0:1 ratio reducer, the helical box will have either!wo

(Contim(ed 0,'1 page 45)
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Ge'ar Genelating
Using Rack Cutters

by
P.'G. Miller

J...Parklnson &: Son
England

Universal machines capable of clIttirlg both spur and helical
gears were developed in 1910, followed later by machines
capable of cuH:ing double helical. gears wifh continuous teeth.
FoUowLIlS the mitial success, the machines were further
developed both in E~glandand france under the name
Sunatr,lana,.and later in Switzerland under the name MaRg.

This article explains the fundamental, advant.ages which have
made rack-shaped cutting machines successful particularly in
the production of large gears.

Basic P'nnci-p1--
A basic rack is essentially Ithe startingpoin't of Ithe geomehy

of all conjugate gear forms,and from this bask rack, a series
of gears may be graphically developed. If the ra.ck has straight-
sided teeth., the gears dev,eloped. from it will. have involute form
- now the most common form ,of gear tooth. The develop-
ment of an linvolut,e gear is illustrated in Fig. I.

Such a 'straight sided basil: rack may be used to develop both
gears with standard proportions and also, within Bmi.ts, gears
wilh larger or smaller diameters than standard. Advant~ge is
frequently taken. of this fact to achieve stronger teeth by in-
creasing the outside diameter. ie tengthenins~headdendum of
the teelh. As can be seen in Ule example illustrated :in Fig. .2,
although both pairs of gears mesh corr.ectly hlge~her, the

..... 1

12A.ooth pinien shown to fh right of the- diagram exhibits a
much stronger tooth form as, a result ,of 'addendum rnodifica-
tion' .. If the generating process is used to produce gears
developed from the basic rack, the :foregoing principles are fully
,exploited and 'the same cu~ter may be used. to cut all numbers
,of teeth.

To generaleaecurate conjugate gears it is .necessary to use
cutters which have the same characteristics as the bask rack .
A rack-shaped cutter is thus the logical first Ch.oice; therefore,
the gears are produced virtually by ,the basic rack itself, s:imply
and directly, wilthout the use of any int,ermediary .

.Practl.cal Adva:nt,ag'es
Important ,as the theoretical i,ustific:aHon is, the main c.onsidera-

tions for the use of rack-shaped cuUers are practical ones. There
is a considerable advantage with regard to cost due to the
relatjve ease .ofachieving accuracy :inmanufadur,e. Some hobs
are five ti-.mesas expensive, and some pinion.-type cutters 'twice
as expensive. Additionally, rack-shaped cutters, with modified
or special tooth profiles, may be manufactured wilth liHJe dif·
ficul,l:y. Maintenance costs also are much lower th..an for other
types of cutter, as sharpening is not difficult, and does not re-
quire expensive equipment as a conventional surface grinding
machine may be used.

TIter is no alteration to the Itooth form when rack-shaped
cutti!rs are re-ground. By using support plates mounted behind
the cuUer, cutters can. by repeatedly sharpened until they are
only 5 mm (~6 in.) thick,gi~ing almost complete utilizati.on.

Du - to the very rigid mounting of the r ck-shaped cutter,
high rates of metal rem- .. o··~al-~-.pass. --'bl-- E -. ,LI_ - 1- - .. - - -t '•...L_____ __ _ ___ _ _ are 1 e. yen m arges plK.ru::i
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may be generated, whereas the use of 'standard' pinion-type
cutters is largely restrictedto gears of limited pitch. Lastly,.com-
pact integral spur or helical gearing which cannot be made by
using a hob, are easily manufactured using a rack-shaped cutter.

Automatic Indexing
During any gear generating process the rnovem nts of cur-

ter and gear must be synchronised, The cuUer moves tangen-
tially Ito the gear, if a rolling motion. and as it is mounted on
a reciprocating slide it is continually planing the gear and
generating teeth and spaces,

On first examination, it would appear that a cutter would
always have to be equivalent in length to the gear dr-
curnference, Such a long cutter would not be practicable,
however, except when cutting small pinions, Therefore, the cut-
ters index automatically after the rolling motion has operated
fora distance of one or more pitches; then the rolling motion
commences once more. The cuUingadion of the rack-shaped
cutler is similar to other machining operations, as both roughing
and finishing cuts are required, the number ofcuts depending
on the specification of the material. the amount to be removed
and the surface finish required,

Wide Range of Gear Cutting
Gear generating machines can be used for the economic pro-

du tion of a wide range of gears, Wh· n cutting h Heal gears,
there is infinite choice of helix angJie. from zero up to ,the max-
imum capacity of the machine, No special equipm n] need be
used; the cutter slide is simply set to the correct helix angle.
either right hand or left hand as required.

When cutting coarse pitch spur gears a double-acting cutter
box is a most important aid to efficient production. The boxes
are designed to achieve heavy metal removal on coarse pitches,
ie over ]2 Mod (2 DP). In the double-acting process two cut-
tel'Sare mounted back to back, one cutting the sides of the tooth
on the forward strokeand the other the root of the tooth on
th return stroke. Thus, there Is virtually continuous cutting,
and as cutting loads are more evenly distributed high metal
removal rates are possible.

Special profiles and a wid .range of other types. of gears and
components may be easily produced, including integraJ duster
gears, pillions with long shalt extension, chain wheels, ratchet
wh els, fluted rolls and splined shafts.

For cutting double helical gears with either a narrow gap or
with continuous teeth, special purpose cutter slides designed
with two slides Inclined at fixed helilx angles (usually 30°) have
been developed (Fig. 3). Matched pairs of cutters with inclined
teeth are utilized and arranged to cut each hand of helix alter-
nately. As both helices are finished simultaneously. matching
is easily achieved and rotational errors between the two halves
are eliminated.

The facility to produce double helical gears without a gap
enables gears of maximum strength and load-carrying capacity
to b designed within a given width. Continuous teeth have
prov d to give greater resistance to shock loads, hence, both
strength and smoothness of operation are achieved.

Purpo e-:Built Machines
On some machines. the gear is mounted with its axis horizon-

tal so that it is cut as it will ,run (see Fig. 4). This .Iayollt allows

1S: Gear Technolog,r

both large wheels and small pinions to be cut on Ithe same
machine, without sacrificing the accuracy of the large gears; it
permits double-acting cutting to be carried out and lends itself
to the cutting of double helical gears, Swarf automatically falls
away from the cutting area into the base, where it can easily
be removed. As the axis of the work spindle is horizontal. it
is easy toaccomodate gears and pinions with long shaH
extensions,

The course of the cutter across the whole face of the gear
is determined accurately by the cutter slide guides; this accuracy
of helix is maintained without adjustment over a long period.
The involute form Is more readily generated using a cutter with
straight sides, Therefore, a given surface accuracy may be
achieved, even when using high feed rates,

Rugged construction of the machines, with cutters of virtually
'built-in' design, permits high metal removal rates which may
be further improved where it is possible to use a double-acting
cutter box.

FIB- J - below



Recent Det ......... ta
FoUowing the introducHon of a new range of roughing cut·

ters the cutting times on coane pitch spur sem, Ie over 16 Mod
(I~ Of'). have been reduced considerably. The principle of the
new process is to reduce the cutting stresses normally lit up
during roughing. by UIin& cutlers of thin form and low pnBft
ansle in conjunction with 8a'IaI cutters of similar form When
the tooth has been fully 'roushed out', cuttins Is completed by
the use of standard cutters.

Using normal methods of cutting, a spur .... of :t5 Mod
(t OP)' 3650 nun (11. ft.> J and 610 mm (l ft.) face width.
previously took seven cuts "I 600r-to-ftoor time of 90 h. This
has now been reduced to 64 h. a saving of 35 petWnt

Current developments indudlt new designs of both roughing
and finishing c:uttas for c:onttnuous tooth double helical ....
These promise improvements in both producHon rate and sur
face finish

CIRCLE E·3, ON READER REPLY CARD
October-November 1984 1'9



Scoring Load Capacity 0'£ Ge'ars,
Lubricated With EP-Oils,

by
H., Winter and. K., Michaelis

Technical University of Munich,

Abstnct
The lntegrlll Temperature Method for ,the evaluation of the scoring

load CIlpacity of gears is described. All necessary equations for the
practiCtll.app1ication .are presented. The limit scoring temperature for
any oil can be obtained from a gear scoring test. For .the FZG- Test
AJ8.3190 ace. DIN 51 354 and the R.yder Gear Test ace. FTM STD
Nr. 791, graphs for the direct evaluation at the scoring temperature as
a /unction of oil viscosity and test scoring load are giver/.

The method is compared with the Total Contact Temperatu.re
Criterionacc. Blok (V-the alternate procedure to the Integral
Temperature Method as standardized in ISO DP 6336 part IV-and
the Soaring Index Metlwd ace. ,Dudley (2). Comparative calculations
tvr practical gears with andwitl!out sc:oringdamages showed good
correlation with experience for the .integra! Temperature Criter.ion.

,Introduction
In d!iffellent fields of application, the load carrying

capacity of gears is limited-by scoring damage. . -
In highly loaded, case earbunaed turbine gears, the

normally used mineral oils with rust and oxidation
inhibitors do not always give sufficient scoring protec-
tion. On the other hand, the necessaryiEP-additives
adversely affect the anti-Oxidation, anti-foam, etc. prop-
erties, so' that the life of the oil may be reduced,

In the' case ofcarburized marine gears With diesel
engine drives, motor oils are frequently also. used for the
gears. These oils do not always provide sufficient scor-
ing load capacity.

Also, in some types of locomotive drives, the same
lubricant is used £or the hydraulic torque converter and
the gears.. For high efficiency of the hydraulics, low

AunIORS:
D.R. KlAUSMICHAEUS studied machine engineering ,a.t

the Technic~l University of Munich.. Since 1970, he has
wor:ked at the Labor;atory of Gear Research ,and Gear Design
(FZ~) at ,this university:. In 1977 he became Chief Engineer.
He specializes in lubrication, scoring, and wear of gears ..

PROF;OR..ING. HANS WINTER has studied as ,an associ-
ate of Prof.Dr.-lng.h.c. Gustav Niemann. He r.earived his
Doctoral degree at the Technical University of Munich. In
1956, he ,began. his work in the German gear industry:
Zahnradfabrik. Friedrichshafen (Calculation, research,
manufacturing), Demag,. Duisburg (Research, development,
design, selling). Since .1969 he has been the head of the Labo-
ratory of Gear Research and Gear Design. (FZG) at the Tech-
nical University of Munich.
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warm scoring

fig. i-Scoring Damage of Tooth Flank

viscosity oils have to be used. Because of then reduced
film thickness between the gear flanks, EP'-additives
have to compensate for viscosity.

In these cases, a.reliable scoring load calculation could
help to define the necessity of EP-adwtives and their
percentage.

The type of damage occuring in the range of medium
to. .high speed gears ISthe soealled "warm" scoring (Fig.
1), which is covered by this paper. "Cold" scoring,
which can be observed in the area of low speed, I.oW
quality, through hardened gears of low hardness, has to
be handled with some different method.

Integral Temperature Method

Principle
Derived from hundreds of tests with different gear

oils, different gear geometries, mat'erials, operating
speeds, temperatures, etc ..in back~to~back ,gear test rigs
of center distances a ... 91.5; 140 and 200 mm, a mean
surface temperature on the engaging flanks has been
established as a governing criterion of thescorlng dam-
age.

For an assumed load dlstrfbufionalong the path of
contact as shown in Fig. 2, the flash temperature distri-
bution ace .. Blok (1) can be calculated. The sum of the



,
01 loa;d dislributi.QI!

b,) temp.ro,lun dlllUitiulion
E

EinOl'I tr,h .. It, _
pcllt 01 eDn,tClcl-

Fig. 2-Load and 'Iemperature Distribution ace.Blok (schelM'tk)

mean flash temperature (multiplied by a weight factor)'
and the g:ear bulk temperature is defined as the integral
temperature. The weight factor accounts for the certain-
ly differing influences of the real bulk temperature and
the mathema,ticaUy established mean Bash temperature
on the scoring damage' (3).

The integra~ temperature ofa practical gear must not
exceed a criticall value which Is independent of the
operating eonditiens and constant for iii given mat,erial~
lubricant combination. This limiting value, the scoring
temperature,can be calculated accordiogto the same set
of equations introducing the parameters of any gear
scoring test of the oil under consideration. If both, the
actual gear and the test gear, differ in material or heat
treatment, empiricaJ! correction factors have to be intro-
duced.

Inb!'gra1i'Femperature Rating,
The integral temperature is calculated in the trans-

verse section of the geaJ pair.

(1)

..) For symbols and units see table 1.

....) FOr gears with internal power disb:ibution (e.g.
planetary ge~rs)aJ non uniform load distribution has
to be considered. In these eases FI KA has to be
replaced by F! KA 1<,..

...... ) The evaluation of iii load 'quotient can be approxi-
mated by

The weight factor, as described above, has been
determined fromtes! results C2. = 1.5.

The mean flash temperature, 1l'ta.1!\1I can be approxi-
mated by the deterrrtination of the fiashtemperature at
the tip of the pinion, 1}1lo s, fur a.contact ratio, ,e" = 1.0 (no
load sharing)' and the contact ratio' factor X. (see Fig. 2)"

x. (2)

The nominal! flash temperature, DlloE, at the pinion tip,
iscalcu1ated ace, Hlok (I)

(3).'.
(~ . KA •. KS/l • Ka. . Ks.,)- • vI'.!

.o&E= ....B . XM . XBE • x...,r=---------~--
lal\fo • ~"Xc.

The scoring temperature is evahiated using the same
equations for the condjtions of a gear oil test

(4)

The safety factor against scoring damage is defined as
a temperature quotient

Ss "" .osint I .ow •••

From recalculation of practica~ gears, slUety factors,
less than urnty, reEer to ,8 high risk of SCi>ring,while
safety factors over .2.0 indicate a.low scoring risk. Gears
with calculated safety factors between 1.0' and 2.0 are of
a borderline type. They can be operated without scoring
damage when a good load distribution across the face
width, smoothed, run-in su_rfaces, etc. are obtained. In
cases where, e.g., new manufactured flanks without a
run-in prooess are operated under nominal load, scor-
ing can occur.

[nOuence FadolS
The e,oefficient of friction,. #Jill' Is calculated as a. mean

value along the path. of contact, It can be approximated
by introducing the parameters of the pitch. point

~ 0 045 [(FJb) ..K" . Kul! . K.]0.2 -O'II5'X,111-11 = '. ' . 1J, . ., ~R
005CX .. 1 'UI{; . Pen .

(6)
with ILms 01.2

F,ib = 150 N/mm is introduced for Ftlb i!Sii 150 N/mm.
Eq. (6,) for the evaluation of the ,coefficient .of friction

has only been introduced in the DIN standard, not yet
in the ISO document. Recent lnvestigat:ionsshowed a
good correlation of ILm with practical experience and
measurements of gear power loss and efficiency (Fig. 3)
so thatEq, '(6)ean also be used for the determinaoon of
absolute frictional losses in g,ears (4)..
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The overload factors I<A, KBjland I<B~ can be deter-
mined ace, ISO DP 6336 Part I tor surface durability I<H,B
and I<Ho.

The rolling speed on the pitch circle is

(7)

FDr the speed range v below, 1 mls and above 50 m/s
the evaluation of f.J;obecomes uncertain and is no longer
based on experimental data. In this rangef.J;Bis assumed
to be constant, with v = 1.0 mls ~or v < 1.0 m/s and v =
50 mls for v> 50 mls to be introduced into Eq ..(7) ..The
radius of curvature in the normal section is

- tanOCwt u
PCn = 0.5 --Q.- db! -+ 1

CDSl"b U .. _
(8)

f I ~I
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fig. 3-Comparison of Calculated Coefficient of Friction and Test
Results
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Table 1: Symbo.ls, Te.nn5,. and Units

a pressure angle
base helix angle
addendum contact ratio of pinion
addendum contact ratio of wheel
transverse contact ratio.
total contact ratio
instantaneous contact temperature
flash temperature
flash temperature, pinion tip
mean flash temperature
integral temperature
bulk temperature
oil temperature
scoring temperature
dynamic oil vicosity at itDll
coefficient of friction, scoring
mean coefficient of friction

centre distance
facewidth
mesh stiffness

a
b nun

N/(.um mm)
N/("",m mm)

c1

c'
C.
Cl.2
d
db
dNa
iE
PI
FbI

I<A
KBa
KBt!
KB,.

Ky

single stiffness
amount of tip relief
constants
reference' diameter
base diameter
effective tip diameter
Young's modulus
tangentiaI force, reference circle
tangential force, base circle
application factor
transverse load distribution factor
logitudinal load distribution factor
helical load distribution factor
load distribution factor for more

m.m
mm
mm

N/mrnz
N
N

than one mesh
m module mm
R.. arithmetic average roughness (CLA) .urn
5B safety factor, flash temperature
Ss safety factor, integral temperature
Tt pinion torque N m
u gear ratio. £1/6 ~ 1
v linear speed at reference circle m/s
VI lulling speed mls
WI specific load including overload N/mm
XBE geometrical factor, pinion tip
Xc. tip relief factor
XM thermal flash factor I< N·fOsl'zm·\lzmm
XQ rotation factor
XR roughnees factor
Xs lubrica tion factor
Xw welding factor
Xa/l angle factor
X, contact ratio factor
z number of teeth

10"

'£,

ita
1'1&
i}fla E

itllil ;nl

itinj

1'1M
1'1oil
1'1s in!

T/~
J.LB
ILm
II Poisson's ratio
114() kinematic viscosity at 40 "C
p radius of curvature

Suffixes
b base circle
C pitch point
eff effective values
E pinion tip
max maximum
n normal section
t transverse section
T test gear
w working
I pinion
2 wheel

D

..

DC
K
I<
I<
..c
DC
"C
°C

mPas

mm2/s
mm
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The roughness factor accounts for surface roughness

(9)

wiLh R.. = 0.5 .. (R.t! + ~ (10)

In Eq. (10) the eLA-values of the new manufactured
Hank have to be introduced. An amount of normal
run-in is included inEq. (9).

The thermal flash factor XM depends on the elasticand
thermal properties of the gear materials ..For gears made
out of steel, mean values of conductivity AM= 50
N/(s.K); density.PM = 7.85 kg/dID), specific heat capacity
eM = 485 N m/(kg.K); IE = 206,000 Nl.mro2, and" -= 0.3
can be introduced

(11)

For non steel materials for pinion and/or gear see ISO
DP 6336.. Part IV...

The geometrical factor XSE takes account for the
Hertzian stress and the contact time at the pinion
tipE.

Xse - 0.5 ../'-~II(U+ I), ~ - ~V Z2 (PEl' IPELI)
(12)

with PEl = 0.5 . VdF.t.. - d';l (13)

and PEZ = a . sinor:"" - PEl (14)

in the transverse section.lEqs. 02, 13. 14) are valid for
internal and external cylindrical. gears.

The angle factor )(.,.jlaoeount:s for the recalculation of
the acting; normal load to the circumferential. load at the
pitch cylinder.

(15)

For approximate calculations and a pressure angle
a: = 20", x"jI can be set unity.

The helical. load distribution factor, KB,. accounts for
the empirical decrease of scoring load capacity for
mcreasingtotal contact ratio.

~or

- ,= 1 + 0.2 . Veer - 2)(5 - ey)for 2 < 67 < 3.5 (16)

Ka, = 1.3 for

The rotation factor, "0, considers the effect of a simulta-
neous load impact and high slidiing a t the beginning of

the mesh .. Fo.r gears with normal addendum modifica-
tion

i<Q = 1.0 £or 1/1.S -c eJez < 1.5 (17a)

- ith - IZ121 f(dNool.l) 2 1
Wit, Btl;;;;; -a;- ·"dt.1,2 - - tanocwl (18)

In the case where' the approach path of contact of the
driving partner exceeds 1.5 times the recess pa til, "0 is
set 0.6.

XQ == 0.6 for driving pinion and .E2 ~ 1.5EI

"0 = 0.6 for driving. whe -I. ande, ;a. 1.5E2
(l7b)

In all other cases Xo = 1.0..

The tip relief factor Xc. accounts for the benefit of a
proflle modification in the area of high stiding ,(Fig. 4)
ace, Lechner(S). Tip relief is only effective up to the
amount where it compensates tooth deflection under
load
Xc. = 1 + 1.55 . 10'2 . ~ __a " C.. (19)

with Emo. as the maximum valueof El or Ez ace.
Eq. (18)

e • == max {BI}
"" 82

(20)

The effective tip relief Cuff can be approximated by

C •., "" Fbt . KA/fb . c') for spur gears
C••II = Fbi . KAf(b ..cy) for helical gears

with the stiffness values c' resp, c, ace. to ISO DP 6336
part t

~ ~ y U
'"IIJ.IJ!!KII.r T"lubl1rdKltYfllll'9!'Od1 .• , 0(111' 1'2 -.
mQlOllmum of _poItll1'll of !rCI:."~ COI\tad ,·abo '1 or c2

Fig. ·4-[Ilf!u nc of Tip Relier
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A profile modification increases scoring load capacity
only when it is applied to the area of highest risk. In
gears with norma] addendum modification, the ap-
proach path wi.th the load impact of the ingoing mesh is
more dangerous. For extreme addendum modification,
a tip relief has to be applied to the recess path.

For driving pinion:

C ,"- {Cal}= ml'- a -- __n I Cad

. _ .. {,C.2}
C. = nun 'C ..

II
I

(22a)

For driving gear:

C . {'C01]1
• == mm 'e·.'--aeff

e . {'Cal}• == nun tc
I -aeff

(22b)

The contact ratio factor, X., recalculates a, mean flash
temperature along the path of contact from the maxi-
mum temperature, t}fb E, at the pinion tip for Eo = 1.0.
The equations are valid for a load distribution ace, (Fig ..
5) and an approximately linear increase of the flash
temperature towards the tooth tip and tooth root
(Fig. 2).

(23a)

For I :5 eo < 2.0: (23b)

X, ,,"= 2 1 [0.7(e[2 + el) - 0.22 . Ea + t
13", • 131

0.52 - 0.661 . Ih]

x, == 2 1 [(0.18&1.2)2 + (0.7&2.1)2 + 0.82BI2- ----.1,:
_80 • 8J . , T

0.5282.1 - O.3BIB2]i

with the first index for E! ;>- 1.0and the second index for
€z ;>- I.O,

(23c)

For 2.0 T 6" < 3.0 and Bl and B2 less than 2.0
X. = 2 [(0.44&1,2)2 + (0.59&2.1)2 + 0.3e12 - 0.3e2.1l

6" .• 61 •

0.1561 . 62]

with the firs! index for t;l > £2 and the second index for E2
> E].
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Fig. 5-Approxirnated load Distribution as a Function of Contact
Ratio

The gear bulk temperature, itM, is the temperature of
the tooth surface before the mesh. It can be measured or
calculated according to thermal network theory(6) or
finite element methods.

An approximation is given by

(24)

where C1 = 0.7 has been determined as a mean value
from test results. For gears with more than one engag,e-
ment on their circumference, higher bulk temperatures
than calculated may occur.

The lubrication factor Xs accounts for the better heat
transfer in splash lubricated g,ears compared with jet
lubricated. From experience it can be assumed
Xs = 1.01 for splash lubrication and

(25)
Xs == 1,2. tor jet lubrication

The choice of the lubrication system, of course, has to
be made due to other considerations, e.g., pitch line
velocity.

Xw = 0.45 for austenitic steel (stainless steel)

Xw = 0.85 for steel with content of austenite more than
average

Xw = 1.00 for steel with normal content of austenite

Xw = 1.15 for steel with content of austenite less than
average

Xw = 1.50 for bath and gas nitrided steel

Xw = 1.50 for copper plated steel

Xw = 1.25 for phosphated steel

Xw = 1.00 for all other cases (e.g. through hardened
steel)

Table 2-Estimation of Material Factor Xw



Scori~g Temperature Evaluation
The scoring temperature, (js ",I, can be determined

ac~ording, to' the same set of equations (2) through (25)'
introdudng the actual parameters of a gear oil test run
with the oit!; under consideration. For differences be-
tween the materials or heat treatments of the test and
actual gears, a relative correction factor has to be Intro-
duced.

(26)

with XWrrlT == Xw I Xwr (27)

Empirical data on the influence of the material resp.
heat tr>eatment are summarized in the welding factor Xw
ace, table 2.

From our experience, only scoring tests on test gear
can be correlated with the sooring performance in. practi-
cal geaJS. Comparative tests with different gear oils, as
well as mil,k and beer, have been made by Vogelpohl(7)
and Wirtz{S). Different test principles are shown in Fig.
6. From the results as shown in FWg.7, it is evident that
frequently used test methods as Four Ball Test and
Timken Test,. do not correlate with the scoring proper-
ties in gears. Therefore, only data from oil tests on gear~
can be introduced into the evaluation of the sc{lring
temperature.

I ~'

',11", .Y;},

,"
~J

t",
,"Imln. Wi,land·

Iilujaralul

I a ~~
SAE. tP R.icftln.,

hlll,n dill! mIXh!n. I ,,",Idional _lIr rig Fall!! - appalalul

~ -t~
:IFE·lUbmnl',rlour lball 'ul«

fig. 6-Gear Oil Tesl Machines, Principles

An often used method is the FZG-Test Af8.3!90 as
standardized in DIN 5~ 354 (see also AGMA 250.04).
From. the pinion scoring torque, Trr. or the damage load
stage, :8MT and ,ao., Ill! TI can betaken from Fig. 8 for
intr duction into, Eq. (26).

For computer calculations, the curves can be approxi-
mated by

.aMI" = 80 + 0.23 " Tn (28)

(loo)n,az.allow. == 0.2 . Tn' lItO (29)
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Fig. 7-Evaluation of Scoring Load in Differ nt Test Rig

The welding factor Xwr = 1.0 for the FZG- Test.
Starting from a Ryder Gear Test ace, FfM SID Nil'.

791, and introducing the constant parametrs of gear
geometry and of operating conditions to the Eqs. (2)
through (25), Fig. 9 is obtain d.

The curves can be approximated by

{)MT = 90 + 0.0125 (Fbl/bh (30)

(
-- )0.03

{)&mtT = 0.015(Fb/b)r· ~:' (31)

w:ith the Ryder scoring load (fbllb)r ,to be introduced In
Eqs. (30, 31)1 in ppi and the welding factor
Xwr == 1..0.

K'l'Crtstutel'l des, FZG,- Tuts
load stagu I~ZG·test
123' 'S 6 7 6 9 10 11 12

i

Fig. ,8-Scoring Temperatur~ tiL .. , for fZG-Te t A/8.3J9Il
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Thus, test results of different test methods can be
used as bask "strength" values. One of the major
differences between FZG-Test and Ryder Gear Test is the
pitch line velocity.

For high speed application, Ryder results obtained at
v = 46 m/s and for low to medium speed application,
FZG results at 8.3 mis are somewhat closer to practical
gear conditions and would be preferred, if available ..,

Comparisonwiith ,other Methods

General
An often used method for the evaluation of the risk of

scoring damage is the Total Contact 'Iemperature Criteri-
on ace. Blokrl), The method predicts scoring when a
maximum, local, instantaneous contact temperature,
-8D max, exceeds a critical value, ~oiI' The contact tempera-
ture distributionalong the flank is given by the sum of
the constant bulk temperature and the local flash temp-
erature (Fig. 101)., The critical value is only dependent on
the oil-materia] combination and independent of geom-
etry and operating conditions. It can be expressed as a
function of oil visoosity (Fig, 11). The total contact
temperature method is also standardized inmso OP
6336, and should be applied in parallel whenever possi-
ble. After some time of practical experience with. both
methods, it should be decided which one can be
dropped.

The Scoring Index Method ace. Dudley(2) is derived
from the Total Contact Temperature Criterion. It uses
only the flash temperature part in a simplified way..
Therefore, our objections against the Total Contact
Temperature Criterion are also valid lorth.e Sooring
Index. Method, at least to the same degree, Table 3
compares the field of application of the Total Contact
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Fig ..lO-1::emperature Distribution along the Path of Contact ace. Blok
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Fig. ll-Crltical Contact Temperature for Flash Temperature Method

Temperature Criterion to that of the Integral Tempera-
ture Method.

In addition to the difficulties in the evaluation of local
and instantanecus parameters of load-think of dynam-
ic load distribution along the path of contact (Fig.
12~oefficient of friction, radius of' curvature under
load, etc. Quite a few test results indicate that a single

I

I

"rom i"r lunngl lui
f .. gI FZG or 1111,01.. Inil I

TOTAL CONTACT
TOI,EfIIAfUfIIE

fSCORING I'NDEX I

liNm'I!GRAL
TI! ...'£R'. fUfIIE

ma.imU!l'l',loea', inl'alll'. !!Wall,welgllted lI"nll
ClMOUI 'colll'lIIcl l'lIIpertltUII' ".mIM'!'Cllur.
1'''''01;11.01 'lIal" 1''''D'l'Olu,.I'

Fi,lell of IlrQig_' mlfttiral Otis
.lPl!lIcQlion

lirellglli. mIld .n4 IE"
!I'I,_al 0,"1,.lylllh.ltC
all. ~

Table J-Comparison of Tot,alContact Temperature and Inl:egra\
Temperature Criterion



fig, ll-Dynamic Load Distribution along the Tooth Flank ace, Rettig

temperature' flash is not sufficient for a scoring cata-
strophy, Fig, 13 shows a tooth fla:nkwith incipient
scoring of nearly the same severity, within an area of
calculated contact temperatures between 320"Cand
700"C. Deeper and more severe scoring and seiizure
would have been expected in the area of the tooth tip.
This indlcares the validity of a mean surface tempera-
ture as a eritical ,energy level more than a temperature
flash.

Another problem arises when tip relief is applied to
geerswith their critical temperature in the second point
of single tooth contact ,(Fig. 14). In these cases, the
calculated maximum contact temperature is not in£lu-
eneed by the tip relief while' a strong increase in scoring
load capacity c-an be observed in the test(9).

A series of ,tests of Ishikawa(9) were ,evaluated with

fig. 13-lnitial Scoring Damage
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Fig. ll-Influenoe of Tip' Relief on Flash Tempera'ture
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Fig. is-Influence of Tip Relief on Integral Temperature

the Integral 'Iemperature Method. They showed both
steadily decreasing bulk and integral temperature, with
increasing tip r-elief at constant load and a constant
scoring temperature introducing the measured scoring
loads (Fig. 15).

Examples
The validity of the Integral Temperature Method has

been checked, with test results on diHefient back-to-baek
test rigs, with center distaneesa = 9'1.5, 140 and 200
mm, with different gear geometries, different oils-
straight mineral oils, compounded and EP-oils, synthet-
ic 'oils of different viscosities--and different pitch. line
velocities up to v = 50 mls ..Fig...16 shows the results of
the calcalations. For best correlation, the calculated
safety factor for scoring eenditions should be unity. The
scattering: is between about 1.0 and 1.4, which indicates
a good correlation between test results and calculations,
having in mind that the overload factors ~or the calcula-
nons have been set unity. For realistic .overload fador-s,
the ca~culatedl safety factor wo~d somewhat decrease.
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Fig. 1.7-Companson of Scoring Load Capacity Rating for a. Condenser
Gea:r Drive Without Damage

But these were only test gears with scoring damages.
It still remained open if the results are comparable with
practical gears of bigger dimensions, higher speeds etc.
And also if gears without scoring problems would arrive
at calculated safety factors significantly higher than 1.0.
Imagine that it iis fairly easy to arrive at a value of 1.0,
only extract often enough the square root of any figure
and you will arrive at unity. .

Therefore" we collected data from all kinds of practical
gears with and without scoring damages. Anexample is
shown in Fig. 17 for a condenser gear drive without
scoring damages in service. The Total Contact Tempera-
ture Method calculates a safety factor of 0.4, the Integral
Temperature Method of 1.5. A change of the unrealistic
bulk temperature value, itM ;; 239°C of the Total Contact
Temperature Method to 11M = 90 °C of the Integral
Temperature, doesn't make it any better. The safety
factor, Sa = 0.5,. remains s~ far below 1.0, indicating a
high scoring risk.
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Similar experiences resulted when calculated safety
factors of a variety of typical gears, out of more than one
hundred examples were compared, with their scoring
behavior in service. Ior the possibility of a comparison
of Total Temperature resp. Scoring Index Criteria, we
chose mainly gears which were lubricated with non
EP-oils. The range of the operating conditions is shown
in Fig. 18, and the results in Fig. 19. In cases where only
the result of the Integral Temperature Method is shown,
the other two criteria where not applicable because
of the EP-character of the lubricant used. It is evident
that the best correlation between calculated safety fac-
tors and practical experience is achieved with the Inte-
gral 'lemperature Method in a wide range ofappllcation.

From these recalculations, the different fields of scor-
ing risk-high, borderline, low-as defined inlntergal
Temeprature Rating, were established.
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Austempered Ductile Irom
Technology Base Required for an. Emerging 'Technology

By Dale Breen
GeiU' Researich Institute

This paper addresses Austempered Ductile Iron (ADD as an
emerging Itechnology and defines ii's challenge by describing
the stat,e-of·the·art of incumbent materials. The writing is more
philosophical in nature than 'technical and is presented to
establish a perspective. Incumbent mat, rials 3Je those materials
which are solidly entrenched as favorites for given applications,
Materials resulting from new emerging technologies must be
more attradive than incumbents and other potential competitive
materials. Materials technology is dynamic; incumbent materials
are always In jeopardy from potential replacements. lm-
provements in processing,. performance and cost are in perpetual
demand. They have one strong advantage, however, and that
is that they are prov n and 'there is an existing data base with
which pradicing engineers ale familiar. Our litigation prone
society causes ,the engineering community to be very censer-
vative. m recently saw the following as a title for an article in
a popular trade magazine: "Pass the Aspirin, We're Changing
Materials". That statement gives a reasonably accurate descrip·
tion of the environment in which nw materials find themselves.

For numerous reasol1S, though., alternate materials technology
continues to be an attra tive place to put development dollars,
Materials technology can have a very beneficial impact on the
competitiveposition of a..firm. It can .impact on engineering
performance. product development times, productivity, and
costs including gratis and ,epital goods costs.

Why are we so high on Austempered Ductile Iron techno-
logy7 Because of importan! favorable attributes, refer to Table
I, it has Ithepotential of giving birth to a n w series of engineer-
ing materials which will challenge existing ductile iron and cast
steel applications, and, more importantly. critical applications
which have been dominated by forged steel as well. Fig. 1(1)

is presented with two purposes ill mind: one, to show the ton-
nage of the dornesti alloy steel market and, two" to show the
variations in generic alloy steel applications alonga time line.

AUTHOR::

MR. DALE BREEN is 5tcretRry tmd Dincior of the Gear
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TABLE I

• COOD ENCINEERlNC PERFORMANCE
(i.e., fatigue & toughness)

• ATTRACTIVE COSTS
(cost improvements of 30% plus
reported in some cases)

• ]0 % LIGHTER WEIGHT THAN STEEL

" IMPROVED NOISE AND V1BRA1l0N DAMPENINC

• IMPROVED WEAR AND SCUFFlNG RESISTANCE

" INCR-'-EASEDFL.EXIBILITYIN DESIGNING
FOR OPTIMUM SHAPE

The latest tonnag figure available to the writer w ]0,000,000
tons which was for 1979. I'm sure there was a decrease in the
recent recession years, but certainly this is a potentially lucrative
market. The to'tal current shipments of ducdle iron are only
2.0 million. ADI is the most promising cast rna] rial for us in
critical machine elem nts Ito emerge for some tim . Althou-&h
it won't replac all st el applications, I believe that a decad
from now when w look back, we'll all be surprised at the in-
roads ADI has made if the technology is adequately nourished.

IIIS'1rI)RY OJ ILUI'YSTllL USAGE

I•

.II: 1111

Jj
,!.
t •J

FIg. ~- Through !he yClllll since 1900. Ithe pattern oIf alloy 5t~ us.age has changed
greally. The dotled line indicatl!SaJloy teel production.
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Us proponents can't. however, become over-corfident as
forged steeltedmology is not lying dormant. The Literature is
beginning to reveal significant new developments such as warm
precision forging, superplaslic steels and injection molded
powdered metals. So ADI must beat out the other competitors
as well as incumbent materials. ADI, though, has many addi-
tional unexplored possibilities such as near net shape castings
.finished by rolling or grinding, induction austempering,and
md.udion in numbers of paris by combining into a,single ,casting
and so on.

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
The existence of a mature technology base was mentioned

earlier asa plus for the incumbent materials. These demonstrate
both some potential applicati.ons and some of the failure type
which designers and metallurgists work together ,to, prevent
The prime design criteria is fatig-ue. In these figures, axial, ben-
ding, torsional, ,contact plus traction, contact plus environmen-
tal! assist and thermal. stress fatigue are demonstrated. Some ap-
plications may require unusual toughness and wear properties
Oubricated and unlubricaled).

Designers of machineelemenls have considerable informa-
tion available to them ccneemingthe perforeunee characteris-
tics of heat treated and carburized type steels, In the follOWing
discussion, the intent is to present a "thumbnail" sketch of some
important performance data available concerning steel In
specialized applications, such as gears and bearings, special per-
formance information is required. This willi be discussed subse-
quently. First, as was stated previously, usually machine
elements are designedtoa fatigue performance criteria, Two
impo.rtant tools are the Allowable Stress Range (ASR) Diagram
and the Stress-Numberof Cycles to" Failure (SN) Dlagram,u>
Fig. 2 shows the former and Fig. 3 the latter. They are related
as shown in Figs. 3aand .3b. The A.SR diagram, actually a
strength diagram, gives a variety of useful information. It can.
Ithoroughly descnbethe .fatigue capacity of a material under
a multiplicity of load types and manners (cont.ad fatigue ex-
cepted), Using fatigue ratios for ADI taken from Fig. 4(4), a
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STRENGTH
@R --1

ULTlMA'liE TENSIL.E

S1iFlENG~. H.....>
?oft"! ..'~1..~.f2'- ST~~~.gTH

-.,' . - ALL.OWABLE
••••• STIFIESS IUMITS

"iIIl I

,,~I I I-I
I TENSILE

',,"z-Typical allowable stress diagram construction.
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eomparison of some ASR information is shown in Fig" 5. This
is not quite accurate. since the comparison is at lxlOocydes
for the AnI and Ixl06 cycles for all others. Since the l'E!verse
bendlng (R--l) endurance limit for the 356-T6 and the 80-50-
0'6 NI is for one million cycles, the 10' million cycle envelope
would be even smaller. Obviously, AD) at 140' ksi and 160'
ksi tensile strength has some attractive load carrying capabilities"
To put itin perspective, however, I have shown some dots for
undirectional bending, R-O type loading, so one can consider
applications such as gear tooth bending whjch is close to R- 0.
The dot for ADI/16O' ksi oCICUJ'Sat100 ksi (R-O). Shot peen-
ing, assuming 25 percent increase in R--l limit, translates to

ADI (UTS)

L
no

FIg.S

the next dot up, so the R- 0' load limit in th shot p ened con-
dilion would be about 110 ksl, The upper two, dots are for car-
burized steel. The dot corresponding to an R - 0 strength of
about 125 ksi is for the unpeened condition, whereas th on
at 150' ksi is for the peened condibon, Th.ese are all constructed
diagrams, thus do not represent actual data ..Real data is Ilrgently
needed ..One can develop a perspective though and conjecture
about possibilities. Shot peening or rolling to improve bending
fatigue properties is apparently going to be a ncessity in many
applications. This is one of the challenges. We need to know
quantitatively what to expect and the best procedures for pro-
cessing. The data shown in fig. 6 may be conservative, as it
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has been assumed that peening will increase the EL by only
about 25 percent. Previous data reported(S) has indicated irn-
provements by as much as 65 percent, possibly because of the
favorable work hardening of austenite.

Con tad fatigue properties look very promising, but the
literature is quite terse in this respect Enough is known.
however. Ito recognize the potential; but here is another
challenge: we need datal ADl is not a single material, but con-
sists of many possible grades with wide ranges of possible
properties.

Fatigue notch sensitivity factors (q) and fatigue notch reduc-
tion factors (Kr) are also needed. qis related to Kf (fatigue reduc-
tion factor) and Kt (theoretical stress concentration factor) as
follows: kl

q -
Kr 1

The relationship of qand strengthJhardness is shown in Fig..
6(6) for heat treated steel. This type of information on ADI is
not yet available, but is badly needed.

It is not within the scope of this writing to discuss toughness
as a design criteria, but it is certainly important, especially in
applications where significant yielding can be expected such
as roll-over protective structures.

GEAR DATA REQUIREMENTS
Machine elements such as gears are normally designed to

bending faligueand contad (pitting) fatigue criteria. Figs. 7.and
8* show the design allowables for carburized steel as shown
in AGMA standards. Comparable data, in which the designer
can have confidence, is required for ADI.

• "Extracted from AGMA Standard Design Guide for Vehicle
Spur and Helical Ge.ars, AGMA 170.01, with the permission
of the publisher. the American Gear Manufacturers Associa-
tion, 1330 Massachusetts Avenue, NW. Washington. D.C
20005."

In regard to toughness, carburized steel has KIcvalues in the
rugh carbon case region varying from 15-22 ksi Jn, There are
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numerous test methods from which to select. Although this pro-
perty is not used as design criteria as much as fatigue, it is useful
information. Other toughness criteria such as nildudility-
transition temperature are also very useful Such information
will have to be developed in the future,

Another properly, especially of interest to the gear trade, is
resistance to scuffing and scoring. This technology has been
labeled tribology.

Scuffingand scoring properties of materials per se have not
been systematically categorized. A recent publ.ication by
Terauchi'" isa good review of the subject. The technology
might best be understood by looking at a few excerpts. from
his paper. The safety factor against the danger of scoring can
be defined by:

Sf = Oa
o

where 0 is the instantaneous surface temperature at the point
of contact on the active profile and Oa is the allowable max-
imum temperature to prevent scoring. The following equation
is given for 0:

o - 00 + 157 X 10-" u KRE"
where 00 is the surface temperatu.re just prior to mesh and



TABLE II

IINFLUENTIAl FACTOR.S ON SCORING,
'RESiStANCE OF GEARS

Geometric variable of gears

Module, Pressure angle,

Facawidth, Helix angle,

Amount of addendum

modification. PrOfile

modllication, etc.Operating' conditions

Dy-namic tDad,

Over load,

Speed varlanon,
Impact load,

elc.

Accuracy Df gears

Tooth profile error,

Spacing; error, Pitch

error, Lead: error, Surface
roughness, etc.

Influentiall

factors 'on

o

I Basic amDunt of gear operation

Nominal peripher,a.1

velocity, Nomlnal carrying

load'

CharacteristicS' ,of 'worlcing lOOt/! faces
Meta.llurgical structure, Hardness, PrDperty

against wear, Thermal property, etc.

Influential

'Iaclors 'on

Oa

Characteristics of lubricants

Viscosity, Kind and composition 01 lubricants.

Additives, (Thermal property, Adsorption and

rea.clivity to' tooth ma.lerial), etc.

Lubricating methods

Splash h!brication and/or jet lubricclltion. all
volLlme, Oill supplying rate, Oil supplying,

position, etc.

u is the coefficient of friehon. En contains factors relating to
loading, material thermal coefficients, tooth load sharing and
relative velocities. Kr is related to surface roughness after "run-
in". Table II shows the factors influencing the scoring resistance
of gears. Fig. 9 shows the calculated temperature rise along the
involute of a gear active profile. Note that at the pitch line.
where fhere is no relative sliding, there is no significant
temperature rise. Fig. 10 shows the relationship between hard-
ness and critical scoring temperature for several steels.

The technologicalaspeds of lubricated con tad are fairly well
understood, and there is basic agreement on the elastohydro-
dynamic-critical temperature concept when nonreactive
lubricants are involved. The Iileralure is extensive. (Sj(9)(10)(1l)

(12) Most, however, deal. wi:t.h the lubricants, surface finish,
dynamics or coatings, not the metallurgy of the contacting
materials. Also, much of the work relates to systems with zero
or low slide/roll ratios, such as bearings. The contacting sur-
faces of gears are subject to rather high slide/roll ratios.

Traditionally non-reactive oils have been simpler Ito study
than reactive oils.(lJ) Scoring is dependent on a number of in-
dependent variables. At some speeds where elastohydro-
dynamic lubrication prevails, performance is determined by
lubricant propertiesas influenced by load and speed ..The coef-
ficient of friction is basically independent of surface roughness
or the frictional properties of the contacting surfaces. Perfor-

rnance is not dependent on the boundary lubrication proper-
ties of the lubricant. When appreciable asperity interaction
occurs, the situation changes. Surface roughness and the metal-
lurgy of the contacting surfaces become important and 'the lubri-
cant reactivity plays a. role. The interactions become complex.
Wear and temperature effects make a contribution and instabil-
ity occurs. 11will be interesting to see where ADl fits in the
scheme of things in a quatitahve way. The presence of free
graphite and strong, plastic austenite may enhance this property
significantly.

The other possible plus for ADI is its potential to improve
noise and vibration damping capability. Qualitative infonna-
tion is needed to help assess this potential benefit.
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Concluding Statement
This has been a terse scan of some of the technologies that

are important to the design of machine elements. It is intend d
to help define some of the needs related Ito ADI. so that
engineers are in a better position to ta_ke advantage of it. in
both new designs, and as a.substitute material in existing designs.
The challenge then has many aspects, but two important ones
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are: on target generation of necessary data and Hmely and corn-
petent use of it by the usercommunity, Processing needs such
as in1lu nce of alloy on haJ"denability, machinability data and
qualily assurance procedures, although very important have
not been discussed.

As a concluding thought, I'd like to r,efled On a quote from
Harry McQuaid, who said '1 was once told that ,the ideal design
is one that is just good enough; that anything better than good
enough was wasting sorneones money; and that any~hLng not
good ,enough means you wouldn't have a job very long."

lllat is a very succind and on target statement It has two
technical elements: one, components must perform and two,
their costs must be optimized. The impli.cationsof this are pro-
found, This implies iliat we must have comprehensive technical
know.ledge concerning what the performance criteria are in
terms of loads, their frequency and variations, the states of stress
they induce, environmental conditions, and so on. In addition,
we must quanlitafively understand properties of materials of
construction in terms of fatigue and fradun'! resistance, and the
influence of the myriad environments components they are ex-
posed to, and thirdly, we must have comprehensive knowledge
concerning producing the complex shapes required .. This in-
cludes costs and sensitivity to capital equipment requlrements.
This is a call for dedication and competency. 'Ihere are
numerous instances where these elements have been displaced
by lack of appreciation for technclogyandcomer cutting by
U.S. industry. The third element of the statemeru has to do with
jab security. McQuaid's prediction of job loss has occurred On

a massive scale. Ce~tamly a large percent of U.s. component
tonnage is naw produced abroad.

ADI is on a threshold. We must leamall we can about it
as quickly as possible, to help it gain its proper position as an
engineering material, and I~hus,enjoy its benefits. We need to
be careful, however, and find successful applications so as not
to. jeopardize ADI by developing a. track record of failures.
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BACK TO IIASICS, ...

Design 10'f Involute Gear 'Teeth
by

fellows 'Corporation

Fig. l-Irwolutes applied to two one-tooth gears. indicating that the involute
has its origin at the base drde, but is not limited in length.

In designing involute gear teeth. it is essential that the fun-
damental properties of the involute ClUVebe clearly understood.
A review of "the Fundamental Laws of the Involute Curve"
found in last issue will help in this respect. It has previously
been shown that the invol.ute curve has its origin at the base
circle. Us length, however. may be anything from zero at the
origin or starling point onto infinity. The problem. therefore,
in designing gear teeth, is to select that portion of the involute,
which will. best meet all requirements.

Involute Curve Not Limited In Le.ngth.
Fig. 1shows a pair of one-tooth involute gears in theoretically

perfect action. The application of th· involute curve, as here
presented, offers an interesting study. Although of little or no
practical value as driving members, ,the extremities at which
involute action may take place are here made plain andthe
nature of the involute curve made clearer.

It will be noted in Fig. 1 that each of the two Involutes con-
stitutes an unsymmetrical tooth. If B ads as a driver and rotates
in the direction indicated by the arrow, A will rotate in the
opposite direction. Contact will take place along the line of ac-
tion which, in ,this particular case, is !the ci.rcumference of the
base cirdeand also the base pitch of the involute.

The circular pitch of these two involutes developed from a
base circle of only 11/1 inches is 15.537 inches, The drametral
pikh is 0.2022. It is of passing interest that the pressure angle
must always be 72 degrees, 21 minutes, when a single involute
effects complete rotation ofa single engaging involute. The
pressure angle of 72 degrees, 21 rrunules is, of course. excessive,
and these engaging involutes are obviously incapable of
transmitting any bulthe lightest loads.

Fadol'S Ito be Con.sidered in Gear-Tooth Design
It has previously been shown thatth ~transmission of smooth
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F,ig. 2-Di<lgram illustrating various forms of involute gear teeth.

positive power requires that there must be a number of engag-
ing teeth on driver and driven members. Also, that the follow-
ing requirements must be satisfactorily met.

1. That there is no involute interference.
2. That there is no fillet interference.
3. That there is ample overlap of tooth action.
4. That a suitable pressure angle has been selected.
5. That excessive slippage is avoided.
Most of these requirements were briefly explained in the last

issue, and we will now deal with their relationship to gear tooth
design.

Gear-Tooth Shapes
There are in use today several forms of gear teeth; such as:

]4112 0 full-depth teeth, 200 full-depth teeth; and 20 c stub teeth.
Full-depth teeth, as shown at A in Fig. 2, have a working depth
equal to:

2.000 inch
"Diarnetral Pitch

There are also two stub-tooth forms, bolh having a pressure
angle of 20 degrees. The so-called "Fellows" stub-loath system,
originated in 1906, is a combination of two diarnetral pitches.
For example, 6/8 pitch; in which the numerator of the fraction
controls the number of teeth, circular pitch and pitch diameter;
and the denominator of the fraction controls the working depth
and the clearance. The American Gear Manufacturers Associa-
tion has adopted a stub-tooth standard, see B, Fig. 2, in which
the working depth is a constant proportion throughout the en-
tire range and is equal to:

1.600 inch
[Diarnetral Pitch

'Refer 10 Tables lIIlo Vl, inclusive.

[Refer to Table VII.
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In those cases where a pmron having a relatively small
number of teeth must operate with a gear having three or more
times as many teeth, a condition known as interference is
sometimes encountered. Several solutions to this problem have
already been given. One method is to use long-and short-
addendum 'teeth as indicated at C in Fig. 2. This form of tooth
cannot be standardized as the lengths of rheaddendums on
pinionand gear are governed by the ratio of the number of
teeth in mesh, and the pressure angle used. For average applica-
tions, the maximum enlargement and reduction of the outside
diameters of pinion and gear, respectively, seldom exceeds 10 %
of the standard outside diameters .

Still. another form of tooth is indicated at D in Fig. 2. This
is known as the "full-radius fiUe·t" form. This form of tooth is
used quite extensively for aircraft gears and pump gears, The
advantages are that it provides not only a stronger tooth, but
also one-whi.ch is not so liable to have fradure cracks develop
at the root of the tooth as a result of heat treatment.

Of course, other pressure angles, in additionto the standard
14 Vz and 20 degree tooth shapes are used, hut, a simple change
in pressure angle, cannot in reality be considered as a differenl
form of tooth. There are, however, other forms of teeth, but
these are chiefly to meet special requirements, as wit! be
discussed later.

Pressure Angle Depends en Portion of Involute Used
In designing gear teeth a primary consideration is to select

that portion of the involute for the teeth which will best meet
requirements. In Fig. 3 a series of parallel involutes, A,B,Ca.nd
D. have been developed from the same base circle, and on these
involutes, teeth of the same dlametral pitch have been con-
structed. These teeth, as shown, have 14 l/Z, 20, 25 and 30
degree operating pressure angles. It will be noted that as the
pressure angle is increased, a different section of the involute
is employed for that portion of the tooth above the base cir-
de. It is also interesting to note the shift in the location of the
pitch circles relative to the base circle as the operating pressure
angles are increased. This would, of course, necessitate an in-
crease in the center distance when mating with another gear.

In the case of the 14112 degree pressure angle tooth, there
is an undercut of the Hank of the tooth which almost reaches
to the pitch circle. This undercut condition naturally reduces

/

I-A

I
PITCHCIRCl~'" 20'

~

14/ \ =J

Fig. 3-Diagr am illustrating ,that pressure angle is governed by portion of in-
vol ule used for gear tooth.



the effective length of the line of contact with a mating tooth,
and might affect the tooth action. The amount of undercut
would depend, also, on the number of teeth in the gear, as well
as, the pressure angle. In all of these cases, the teeth were
developed from a base circle for a 12·tooth, 1diametral pitch
gear.

Relation of Pressure Angle to Interchangeability
The previous remarks regarding slippage, interference, con-

tinuousadion, etc .. should be sufficient to make plain the
necessity for a.careful study of these factors in the design of
involute gears Itoobtain the best possible results under specific:
conditions. In connection with the design of gears for inter-
changeable .application, the pressure angle selected is of great
importance. Together with the length of the addendums, it
determines the possible range of involute action between mating
gears. for full-depth teeth of standard proportions, the adden-
dum is made equal to the reciprocal of the diametral pitch. For
example, the addendum of an 8-pitch gear is 118 inch.

It is also common practice in the design of involute gearing
for interchangeable application to keep the number of teeth
in the pinion as large as possible, and preferably not go below
12 teeth in the pinion. The other extreme is the rack.

An interchangeable system of gearing to meet these re-
quirements without tooth interference, and at the same time
provide a suitable length of contact, is diagrammatically
presented in fig. 4. At A, a IHooth pinion o.f 1 diarnetral pitch
is shown in engagement with a rack tooth of I-inch addendum,
and at B, two 12-tooth pinions are shown in engagement.

Obviously. if the top of the rack tooth extends beyond the
interference point, it will interfere with the flank of the pinion
tooth. This interference point can, therefore, be used to establish
the base circle of the mating pinion tooth, The base radius can
be determined by the following formula:

RI -\I R(R - a)
In which:

R - Pitch radius of pinion
R] - Base radius of pini.on
a- Addendums of rack and pinion teeth
Assuming that the pitch radius of the pinion is 6 inches, and

the addendums are I-inch,then:

Rt --v 6(6 - I) --v 6 x 5 - 5.477 inches
The pressure angle pcan be found by the following formula:

p _ R~__ 5.477 _ 0.91283 _ cosine of 24°6'
R 6

The diagrams in Fjg. 5 show a I diametral pitch Iz-tooth
pinion and rack, and two Iz-tooth pinions in engagement. In
one case, the addendums are I-inch, and in the other, 0.800 inch.

Inthe case of the 12-tooth pinion and rack with I-inch ad-
dendums, and 24° 6' pressure angle, contact starts at the in-
terference point, The length of contactexceeds the base pitch
by 1.491 inches. This gives 1.491 .,.. 2.868 or approximately
51 % overlap of action ..In the case of the two I2-tooth pinions,
which represent the low point of the range, tooth contact, as
shown at B remains well inside the interference points. Here,
the length of contact exceeds the base pitch by 0.950 inch. This

INTERFERENCE POINT

B 1<' TEETH
I [)1A.M£1,RAJ,.

PITCH

A

Fig. <I-Diagram illustrating that a pressure angle of 24· o' meets all requirements
from a 12-tooth pinion to a rack.

Fig. S-Diagram illustrating gear and rack teeth having full-depth and stub-tooth
forms of 24' 6' pressure angle.
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gives 0.950 + 2.868, or approximately 33 % overlap of action.
At C and D, Fig. 5, the addendums of the rack. and pinions,

respectively, have been shortened to 0'.800 inch. In other words,
the teeth are of stub-tooth form. At C. it will be noticed that
con tad between rack and pinion tooth does not start at the
interference point, as was the case 031 A, but further along the
line of ad ion. At C the length of contact exceeds the base pitch
by 0.670 inch. This gives 0.670' ..,..2.868, or approximately 23 %
overlap of action. At D, contact of the two 12·tooth pinions
is weI! inside the interference points, and hence the line of con-
tact is shorter than in aU the previous cases, There is only 0.292
inch difference between H1ebase pitch and the length of 001'1-

tact. Hence, the overlap of action is only 0.292 ..,..2.868, or
approximately 10%. It will be seen from these diagrams that
a pressure angle of 24° 6' avoids interference and at the same
time provides sufficient overlap of tooth action for the entire
range of ]2 teeth to a. rack.

Relation of Pressure Angle to Interference
It has previously been explained that interference occurs

when the involute of one tooth extends beyond the point of
tangency of the line of action and the base circle. In Fig. 6, a
I2-tooth pinion of 20' degrees pressure angle, full·depth tooth,
is shown in engagement with a 4o·tooth gear. It will be noted
that the 40·tooth gear contacts the flank of the pinion tooth
well in advance of the zone of contact. Therefore these gears
will not operate satisfactorily, because the gear tooth "hooks"
into the flank of the pinion tooth. The positions of the pinion
and gear teeth, where involute Interferencecommences, are in-
dicated by the dotted outlines.

Involute interference between gear teeth can be determined
graphically, as shown in Fig. 7, or by means of a. simple calcula-
tion. In Fig. 7, ~l) represents the maximum permissible out-
side radius of the gear to avoid involute interference; R
represents the base radius of the pinion; C is the center distance,
and a the pressure angle.

&ample: Assume that it is necessary to determine if invol ute
interference w:ill be present between a IO-pitch pinion of 12
teeth and a 3o·tooth gear, the teeth to be 1411z degree pressure
angle and of full-depth. The pitch diameter of the pinion is 1.20
inches, and the base diameter is 1.20' X cos 141/2.degrees, or

G[AR -10 TEETH

/' I UNE Of ACTION
PITCH POINT

INTERFERENCE POINT I

~ "!OJ' -" ITE1Il

Fig; 6-~ illustrating interference of gear tooth with flank of pinion tooth,
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fig. 7-Diagrammatical methoct for determining location of "natural" interference
point,

1.1618 Inches. The base radius of the pinion is therefore 1.]618
+ 2, or 0.5809 inch. The center distance Cis 2.10 inches. The
maximum permissible outside radius of the gear to avoid in-
volute interference is found as follows:

R] -v C2 +.R2 - 2 (CR) cos a

Rl -V 2.101 + 0.580'92 - 2(2.10 X 0.5809) cos 14P/z 0

Rl - 1.544 inch, approximately

The standard outside radius of the gear is 1.60 inch which
is greater than Rl by 0.056 inch, indicating that the outside
radius of the gear would have to be reduced 0'.056 inch to avoid
involute interference; or other methods, previously explained
in last issue, would have to adopted.

Involute In.t·erference between Gear and Rack Teeth
The previous example presented a method for determining

involute interference between two gears. Fig. 8 illustrates a.
method for determining the smallest permissible number of
teeth in a gear that w.il1operate with a rack without involute
interference. There are three controlling fadors: diametral pitch,
length of addendumsand pressure angle.

When the pressure angle, diametral pitch, and addendums
are known, the pitch radius and the smallest permissible number
of teeth in the gear at which involute interference commences
are determined as follows: Assume that it is necessary to find
the smallest number of teeth in a. gear of lO·diametral pitch,
O.loo·inch addendum, and 14Vz a pressure angle.

Referring to Fig. a,distance X - A. X cot. 14'h 0 -

0'.38667 inch. Distance Y - X X cot .. 141/2 0 - 1.4951 in-
ches. Then, the pitch radius - y + A., or 1.4951 w +



O.tOOO~ - 1.595] inches, and the pitch diameter - 1.5951 *

x 2 - 3.190' inches. The number of teeth - pitch diameter
X dlarnetral pitch, or 3.190N x 10 - 31.9, or 32 teeth.

The minimum number of teeth for 200 full-length is 18, and
for 200 stub teeth. with 811,0 addendum, is 14:.

Relation of Pressure .Angle, .Addendum and .Pitch
to Length of Co,ntad

There is a limit to the amount that the tooth can be modified,
the pressure angle increased. or the teeth shortened, if con-
tinuous action is to result. As shown in Fig. 9, the length of
contact L must be greater than the base pitch B to avoid lack
of continuous action. With this partkuiar tooth ratio, pitch,
pressure angle and tooth length, the theoretical length of the
line of action extends from points e to f. The actual usable length
of the line of action-or line of contad-is determined by the
outside radii of both gear and pinjon. If interference were pre-
sent however, this would not be the case. The starting point
of action is at point Ii where the outside radius of the pinion
cuts the line of action, and could extend to point e without in-
terference. In this case, however. the other limit of contact is
at point .Ie, where the outside radius of the gear cuts the line
of action.

In general practice, it is considered that Ior the best action,
the length of the line of contad should be at least 11,1, times
the base pitch (the base pitch is the circular pitch fransferred
to the base circle). The length of the line of con~ad can be deter-
mined graphically as shown in Fig. 9. or it can be cekulaeed.

In those cases where a small. pressure angle and long adden-
dums are used, and especiatly in conjunceien with a small
number of teeth in the pinion and a high ratio, the length of
the line of con tad is not controlled by the length of the adden-
dums of both gear and pinion due to interference, If for in-
stance, the pinion has such at small number of teeth that the
distance It!if, representing the .interference point) is Jess than
the distance hk, interference would be present to reduce the
effective length of the line of contact.

\

F.lg. 8-DiagraJI1 illustrating. method for determining permissible minimum
number of teeth in a gear that will operate with a rack tooth w.ithoul involute
interference.

The length of the line of contact, .ignoring the presence ·O'f
interference, which should be determined separately. as
previously explained, can be found by the following formula:
(For notation see Fig. 9).

L -V r/ -,-2 +V Rll - Rl -V C2 - (R + rY
In which:

L - Active length of line of contact
r - Base radius of pinion

r] Outside radius of pinion
R- Base radius of gear

R]- Outside radius of gear
C - Center dista~ce

Example: Assume that it is necessary to determine the length
of the line of contact L of a 1O.pitch gear and pinion, the pinion
having 15 teeth and the gear 30 teeth, the tooth :form being
20' degrees full-depth,

Dimensions
Pitch radii
Outside radji, rl and R,
Base radii, '" and R
Center distance, 2.250'". Then:

Pinion
0.750"
0.850*

0.70'48"

Geur
1.500"
1.600"

1.40'95 ..

L -v' 0.850'2 - 0'.70'482 +Y 1.6002
- 1..40'952 -

II1.250z - (.70'48 + 1.40'95)2

L -1/ 0'.2258 +V 0.5733 -V.5921

L 0'.4752 + 0'.7572 - 0.7695
L - 0'.4629"

I~
Fig. 9-Diagr.am illustrating mathematical method for determining acl"ual length
of too~h contact.
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f.ig. IO-Diagram illustrating method of designing gears for maximum efficiency
by using longand shorl·<ld.d "dum teeth.

The contact ratio is then equal to the length of the line of
contact L divided by ,the base pitch, and the base pitch is equal
to the circular pitch times the cosine of the pressure angle. The
circular pitch is 0,3142 H, and the base pitch is 0..3142" X cosine
200

- 0.2952". Then the contact ratio equals 0.4629" +

0.2952 - 1.57 approximately, which is greater than the
theoretical minimum required for the best action,

Designing 'Gears for Mwcimum Elliciency
Mention has .already been made of the relationship of tooth

ratio. tooth length. pressure angle, elc., to interfer nee, under-
cut, length of line of contact, etc, When so-called standard tooth
proportions, pressure angles, and interchangeability, are neither
necessary nor desirable, it is possible to so proportion the ad-
dendums of gear and pinion, respectively, and select a pressure
angle which will providethe best possible operating conditions
to meetthe requirements.

The first step, after the tooth ratio has been decid sd upon,
is Itoselect a diarnetral pitch, which, with standard tooth pro-
portions, will provide thetooth strength necessary toca.rry the
assumed load. The tooth ratio and pitch, of cOUJ'!>e,will establish
the center distance and pitch diameters, The tooth ratio will
have a bearing on the pressure angle selected, as a starling point
in de~ennining rhe proportions of the teeth.

Asa concrete example, assume that the raHa is 3 to t and

4.2 Gear technology

th.at 1.4 and 42 teeth of lO·diametral pitch have been selected.
The calculated pitch diameters would then be: 1.40()iinches for
the pinion, .and4.200 inches for the gear. The center distance
would then be:

4.200 + 1.400 • or 2.800 inches.
2

To proceed, we layout a diagram. on an enlarged scale, as
shown in Fig. 10, space off the center distance, and assume a
pressure angle of 20 degrees. "this establishes the line of action
and the interference points. In cases of an unequal ratio. i't is
always the larger of the two gears that is liable to cause in·
lerference. Hence, the outside circle of the gear should not ex-
tend beyond the interference point on the pinion tooth.

Assuming that the pinion is the driver, we can now proceed
to layout the teeth, and in order to be on the safe side, and
avoid possible interference, we draw a circle representing the
outside circle of the gear O.OW inch inside the interference point.
If the outside diameter of ,th gear, thus determined. is less Ithan
the standard diameter ror a 10 piltch 4Hooth gear, then tho
outside diameter of the 14·tooth pinion would be enlarged a
similar amount. The next step is to decide whether standard
or special cutters will be used. Assume in this cas ~hat it is
decided to use standard cutters, 20 degree pressure angle, full-
depth teeth. The whole depth of a IO.pitch gear is 0.2:250 inch.
This disfance for gear and pinion, respectively, is laid out on
the center line, and circles drawn representing the root circle
of the gear, and outside and root circles of the pinion. Where
the outside circle of the gear cuts the line of action is one ex-
tremity of the line of contact. and where the outside circle of
the pinion cuts the lin of action is the other extremity,

We can now measur (or calculate), the actual length of COil·

tact, and by comparing this with the base pitch, can determine
the overlap of action. Ilfthis meets the requirements, the pro-
blem is solved. It will be noticed in Fig. 10 that the normal pitch
is 0.2952 inch, and the length of the line of contact is 0.461
inch. The overlap of action then equals (.461 + .2952)-1, or
56 %, approximately. The use of long. and short-addendums
for pinion and gear, respectively, have avoided involute in-
terference, and provided a sufficient overlap of tooth action.

Referring to Fig. 10, illwill be seen that the outside diameter
of the pinion has been increased from 1.600 inch to 1.634 inch.
an increase of 0.034 inch. The outside diameter of the gear has
been reduced from 4.400 to 4.366 inches. a decrease of 0.034
inch, the same amount as the pinion. In effect, long- and short-
addendums for pinion and gear. respectively, have solved our
problem.

r£ on the other hand, the ratio had' been such that a sLI£fi·
cient overlap of action could not be obtained and interference
avoided, other pressure angles could be used until th desired
results had been obtain d. It also might be necessary to use
special cutters-this would especially be the case if it was desired
to balance the teeth lin gear and pinion-, respectively, for
strength. In most cases, the pinionteeth would be weaker than
the gear teeth; therefore, the thick.ness of the teeth on the gear
would be reduced, and thethkkness of the pinion teeth
increased,

Pitch Diameter and It Relation to Center Distance
The pitch circles of a pair of gears are the imaginary circles



on which the gear teeth "roll" without slippage. These circles
are tangent to each other at the pitch point The radii of the
pitch circles ,of a pair of gears are determined by dividing the
center distance into the same proportion as the numbers of teeth
in the two mating members. Thus, for a given center distance
and tooth ratio, the pitch cirde diameters are fixed .. ln some
cases, in order to indicate backlash, the pitch diameters are
dimensioned a slight amount undersize. Th.15procedure is in-
correct Backlash is obtained by decreasing the thickness of the
teeth, and should be indicated bya chordal tooth thickness
dimension. Backlash in a pair of gears can be determined by
the thkkness of a feeler, which can be placed between the teeth,
or by a change in center distance, see Fig. ~1..

When gears are cut by the generating method, backlash be-
'!ween Itheteeth can be obtained either by using a cutter with
teeth thicker than standard, or by feeding the cutter in to a suf-
ficient depth to reduce the thickness of the gear teeth the
necessary amount

Backlash between. Gear Teeth
Theoretically speaking, gear teeth should run together

without appreciable backlash. From a practical standpoint,
however, this is impossible due to the following reasons: 1.
Perfedion in cutting and mounting is an impossible achieve-
ment because of manufaetunng tolerances, which should be as
wide as possible to reduce costs. 2. Space between the teeth
must be provided to aid lubrication. 3. Temperature changes
due Itospeed and other causes affect sizes of gears and spacing
of shafts on which gears are mounted. In view of these condi-
tions, it is necessary to provide a certain amount of freedom
between the tee~h, so that they will not bind when operating
'together.

The term "backlash" can be defined as the amount by which
the width of a tooth space exceeds the Ithjc-'messof the ,engaging
roothon the pitch circles, as actually indicated by measuring
devices. Backlash may be determined in the plane of rotation
or normal plane. and along the line of ad ion.

PITCH IWlIUS or GEAII

/ COOER ilISTAIICt Wl'I(N I
UIT~ AlIt THl!\!jjIPANI!
iaRllU!!IIt INlO lNtlW.rt

COII''''T

Fig. n-Diagram illustrating two methods of determining backlash between
gear ,I th.

Methods for Detenninin-8 Amou~t of Bac:klas,h
Several methods are used for indicating and checking

backlash. The common method, particularly with spur gears,
is to place the mating gears on pins :Iocated at the correc+. enter
distance, and then measurethe backlash by the use of a feel r
gage inserted between the teeth, as shown at A in Fig. H.

Another method is to place the gears on pins and bring th
teeth into intimate contact. and then determine the difference
between fhe standard and measured center distance, as shown
at B, Fig. II. This last check does not indicat'e backlash directly,
but the amount of backlash can be determined by the follow-
ing formula:

B-2 ,tan a X d
Inwhielu

B Backlash in inches
a Pressure angle
d Difference between standard and measured center

distances

A third method, shown diagrammaHcally in Fig. 1 Z. is to use
a dial indicator in connection with a fixture for holding the gears
on studs. One of the gears should be fix·ed so that it cannot
rotate on ,the stud. The-gears are set at standard center distance.
The "free" gear is rotated so that its profile (away from the in-
dicator plunger) is in intimate contact with the other gear. Th
indicator plunger is then set in contad with the profile of one
tooth, andthe needle set at zero. The "free" gear is then rotated
to bring the opposite sides of the teeth in contact. and Ihe
reading on ,the dial indjcator noted. This reading indicates the'
relative "rotary" movement ofthe "free" gear, and, henc , ,the
backlash or freedom that exists between the Iteeth.

In checking helical gears, the backlash is measured in the nor-
mal plane, instead of inth . plane of rotation. as is the case with
spur gears, The method jlust described can be applied salislac-
tOrily to both spur and helical gears. In p.roviding for backlash,
it is customary, when a small pinion is to operate with a larger
gear, to reduce the thickness of thte th on the larger gear
to provide the necessary backlash. leaving the pinion teeth of
standard tooth thickness.

Eflect ,0' Center Distance Change and
Pressure Angle on Amount of Backlash

The chart in Fig. 1.3 is presented to illllStrate how a change

-_______________ , .... ;0;;,,; .......... _

,.--- ------ =-...._-----=---.·,1

Fig. U-Diagram illusIJati_ngmethod of measuring backlash w.ilh d.iaI indlcator-
gears held on pins at standard center dist~nce.



FJS. 13-Char! illustrating how ,pre5SlHe angle affects change in b.Kkl.uh for
each 0.00 [ inch change in center distance.

in pressure angle affects the amount of backlash between gear
teeth when the center distance is increased. As shown On this
chart for each 0.001 inch increase in center distance, the backlash
between the teeth increases as the pressure angle is increased.
This increase in backlash for the various pressure angles listed
for each 0.001 inch change in center distance is as follows:

Pressure Angle ill Degrees
5

10
14112
15
20
25
30
35

Increase in BtlCkJl1sh
in Inches
0 ..00017
0.00035
0.00052
0.00054
0.00073
0.00094
0.00115
0.0014

For example, the difference in the amount of backlash for
each 0.001 inch change in the center distance between 14 Vz
and 20 degrees pressure ,angles is; 0.0007.3 - 0.00052 -
0.00021 inch more backlash for 20 than 141J1 degrees pressure
a_ngle.

Othee Ia.ctol'S Affecting Amount of
Backlash between, Mating Gear Teeth

In addition to changes in center distance, several other fac-
t.ors affect the actual amOUJ1t of backlash between mating gear
teeth such as: tooth spacingerrors, runoul, and errors in lead
of helical gears. Obviously. the amount should be sufficient to
permit the gears to rotate freely when cut to prescribed
manuJacturing tolerance, Table I lists minimum, maximum, and
average backlash for spur and helical gears.

It should be understood Ithat gears, which are operated at high
speeds, require more backlash than gears operating at slower
speeds. The values in Table! should prove satisfactory for gears
operating at speeds up to 1500 surface ~eetper minute. For gears
operating at speeds in excess of 1500 surface feet per minute,
the values should be increased slightly over those listed in the
maximum column. Gears which are to operate at higher speeds
should also be more accurately cut and mounted than slower
operating gears.

In precision gears, where dose tolerances on backlash are
demanded, several methods are employed. One method is to
use selective assembly; the other is to mount the gears so that
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the center distance can be adjusted; such as by HIe use of
eccentric bushings.

TABLE [
BA.CKI!.ASH B&l'WE.E!'i TEETH OF MA'nNG PL"R AND HE1.ICAL GEARS

OACKJ.A8R IN nICHES
IJIAMETRAL

PITCH UINDU1M AVERAGE 'MAXIMUM

1 O.,~ O.OS!l.'i 0.'040
1% 0'.018 0.1>2i1i 0.Oi,7
i 0.014 0.0'170 0.01{)
i% o.on O.OlSS O.OlG
8 0.009 e.ons --0'7ll~
4J 0 ..007 O.()()OO 0 ..011
5 0.006 0.0075 0.'000
6 0.005 0.006.'i 0'.008
7 0.004 0.0055 0.007

8 and, 9 0.004 0.0050 0.1006
10 to 18 0.003 0.0040 0.005
14 to 19 0.008 ~O 0.005
iO to ",0 '0.002 '0.0080 0.0041
41 to 60 0.00]5 0.'00fi --O.OOS-
61 to l!lO o.eom '0.'0015 O.()()i

I'll and Finer .0.Il005 .0.0007 0.001

I ..
. /
1/'

D

Fig. 14-Di~gram illustrating effect of an incre.15e in the pressur
load. transmitted 10 the supporting bearings.

Relation of Pressaee Angle 10
load on Supporting Bearings

An increase in ~he pressure angle does not have a marked
effect on the resultant load onth supporting bearings. as is
(Continued 011 pl1ge 45)



Double Enveloping Worm 'Gears •..
(Gmtil1ued (rom Pilg,e J b)

(2)redudions at .appro,ximately 92 % ·93 % overall efficiency or
three (3) redudionsat about ,89%·90% efficiency. The wonn
gearbox wifua 20; 1 ratio will have about 85 % ·87 % efficiency.
A. 30:1 ratio helical reducer willgenerally require three (3)
meshes wilh approximately 89%·90% efficiency. The 30:1
wormgear speed reducer will have an efficiency of approxi-
matety83 %.84! %. You can seethe h tical box is more effi-
cient. but oertainly n t to the degree often claimed.

There are other inherent advant.ages in worm gearing which
must be considered in evaluating the application and the type
of gearing intended for that application. Double enveloping
worm gearing w,iIl take a, momentary overload of 300 % •
whereas helical gearboxes aI" 'only designed for 200 %. rnornen-
Iary overload. Helical gearboxes restrict motor starting capac-
ity· to 200 %. whereas double enveloping worm gearboxes per-
mit 300 % . Generally speaking, worm gearboxes are smaller in
overall size and weight and in terms of horsepower capacHy.
generally less expensive, In ddltion, with compactness of the
double enveloping wonngear principle, d uble enveloping gear-
boxes are more eompactand weigh less. horsepower for
horsepower. than cylindrical gear reducers.

This pllptr was pli&lisl!td far tilt .Nllliallld Carlftrmct Oil POlVer
Trtfllsmis5iolls 1979 and rtprirlfrd in 'Ttdlllical Asptcts of Dou-
bl:e E'IUe!opi,lg Woml Grllrs. tl CC!1It Drio« Publiauion.

Design ,of the Involute ...
(Ccmtilmed from pagt 44)

generally supposed. In other words, bearing pressures are not
.gn!atlyaf~eded by an increase in the pressure within the usual
limits. This condition is graphically presented in Fig. 14. To. con-
struct this diagram, draw a line A Bat right angles to the line
of centers and tangent to both pitch circles. Then draw a line
C D tangent to. the base circles and passing thro.ugh the pitch
point E; this line representing the pressureangle. Now drop
a perpendicelar at any point G on line A B, passing through
line C D at point F. W.ith E as a center and E F as a radius
scribe an arc. Increases in the load on th supporting bearings
due to changes in pressure angle can be determined graphically
by noting the changes in distance H. as the pressure angle
changes. It is apparent that ,the loa.d·increase is the ratio of
lengths E G to E F, and is, Itherefore, proportional to the secant
of ,the pressure angl .

The second column in Table II gives the secants of various
pressure angles listed in the IArstcolumn, and ranging from 14 'Il
up Ito and incl udmg 3D d grees,

The last column lists in terms of percentage. the increase in
the load as compared with 14 Ih degrees. It will be noticed that
an increase in the pressure angle from 14 Ih. to 20' degrees, results
in an increased load on the supporting bearings of only .3
percent.
(Continued ott tilt ,uxf Pdge)

Scoring Load Capacity .•.
(Continued from l'ag.e 30)

,Condusio,n
A new method for scoring, load ,capacity rating r based

on the ,cakulation of a mean, weiighted .flanktempera·
ture, the int,egraWtemperature, has been described. The
[loUting temperatures necessary, l!or the defirution of a
scoring safety factor. can be obtained from ,any available
gear oll test. The method is vaJid for all types of oils as
straight mineral, mild and EP~oils,as well as, synthetic
oils where gear scoring tests are available. The method
was checked with more than 300 coring tests on test
rigs and mere than U)O practical gears with and without
scoring damages, A good correlation was found for the
Integral Temperature Crit,erion,and it was obviously
superior to the Total Temperature Method, as wen as, to
the Scoring Index Method.

The method has been modified for bevel and hypoid
gears(10) and even in this field of application ,al good
correlation between calculated scoring factors and field
experience was achieved.
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TABLE u

RE.LAl'WN BETWEEN PRESSURE AXGLE AND WA.D ONBEARlNGS

PRESSURE

AN01.E
DEOREES

SECANT

COMPARISON OF INCREASED,

WAD ON BU,PfORTrNG B,EAlI-
ING! IN TERMS OF PERCENT'AGE

17 1.0457
S%20 1.0642
4.8%
6%].0955
9,.1%

1.1547

TABLE In
GEAR 1100'[[01 PAR'li"S

St.nd.F<I. in Bold.Face T~'"". For Fulr..Leogth Tooth G~Il~"'t .." Gear.
D.d.ndum = USO""," D. P. up to end IDduding 19,D. P.

e'rtUlU DIMENSIONS IN INCH£S
DLlmfltra1 PI1tb tutu"'r IlddlQ- iDflltli' Wl'talili lomb DoLil)I'eTootri

,Pllth Ie p) Mod.!., I Thltk,qlss dum d'um o.P!~ Otplh
ID ~I " .. h•• 1 1M} ICTh.l IAI .OJ IWI)! (DO.

3.14IS , I 8.0851 0.5000 0.3183 0.3979 0.7162 1.4324
3.175U 0.9895 II 0.4947 0.3160 0.3937 0.7087 1.4174
3.277' 0.9586 n" 0.4723 0.3052 0.3814 0.6866 1.3732
3.3510 15116, 7.57g8 0.4687 .0.2984 0.3730 .0.6714 1.3428
U867 0.9276 H'l 0.4638 0.2953 0.3691 0.6644 1.3288
3.5034 O.89B7 7',,, 0.4484 0.2854 0.3568 0.6422 1.2844
3.5904 ~i 7 ..0744 0.4375 0.2785 0.3482 0.6267 1.2584

J62~:1- ~~b58 7 0.4329 0.2756 0.3445 0.6201 1.2402
3.7630 0.8349 6+. 0.4174 0.2657 0.3322 0.5979 1.1958
3.8666 13/16 6.5li91 0.4062 0.2686 .0.3233 0'.6819 1.1638
3.9077 0.8040 6h 0.4020 0.2659 0.3199 0.5758 1.1516• 0.7854 6.35uO 0.3927 0.25.00 0.3125 0.SG25 1.12~
4.06(0 0.7730 '6~ 0.3865 0.2460 0.3076 0.5536 1.1072
4.1888 ~ 6.0638 0.3750 0.2387 0.2984 0.5371 1.014.2
4.2333 0.7421 ,6 o.szn 0.2362 0.2952 0.6314 1.0628
H174 0.7Il2 li+'< 0.3556 0.2264 '0.21130 0.609-4 1.0188
4.6696 UII6 S.55~5 0.3437 0.2188 0.2735 '0.4923 0.9846
UU2 0.6803 5Vl 0.3401 0.2165 0.27,07 0'.4·872 0.97"
4.7124, % 5.39110 0.3333 0.2122 0.2653 O.4,?75, .0.9550
4.8881 0.6493 Sy, 0.3247 O.206? 0.2584 0..4651 0.9302

s 0.6283 5.0800 0.3142 0.2000 0.2&00 0.4500 0.9000
5.0266 %. 5.0531 0.3125 0.19-89 0.2487 0.4476, 0.8952
6.0800 0.618~ 5 0.3092 0.1958 0..2461 0.4429 0.8858
5.34H \J.S87S 4+'< I 0.2938 0.1870 0.2338 0.4208 0.8416,
5.5851 9/16 4.5478 0.2812 0.1790 0..2238 0.4028 0.8058
5.6444 0.5566 4% 0.2783 0.1772 0.2215 0.3987 0.79U
5.9765 0.5257 4Y, 0.2628 0.1673 0.2091 0.3764 0.7528

,6 0.5236 4.2333 0.2618 0.1667 0.2083 0.3760 0.7500
6.2832 :1 4.04.25 0.2500 0.1891 0.1989 0.8580 0.n60
6.3500 0.4947 4 0.2473 0.1675 0.1968 0..3543 10.7086
6.7733 0.4.638 3l1, 0 ..2319 0.1476 0.1845 0.3321 0.6642

1 M~88 3.'6286 0...2'2~4 0.1429 0.1786 0.3215 0.6'30
7.1808 1/16 3.5372 0.2187 0.1393 0.1741 0.3134 ,0.6268
7.2571 0.4.~29' lV. 0.2164 0.1378 0.1722 0.3100 0.6200
7.8154 0.4020 31ft 0.2010 0.1279 0.1599 0.:2878 0.5766

8 ~927 3.17~ 0.1964 0'.1250 0.1563 0.2813 0.5626
8.3776 ~~ 3.(1319 0.1875 0.IUI4, 0.1492 0.'2686 0.5372

8.4667 0.3711 3 0.1855 0.H8l 0.1477 0.2658 0.5316
'9 0.3491 2.8222 0.174.5 0.1111 0.1389 0.2500 0.5000

9.23&4 0.3401 2+'. 0.1701 0.1082: 0.1.353 0.2435 0.4870
9.4248 'VI 2.69&0 0.1661 0.1061 0.1326 0,2387 0.4774

10 0.3142 2.5400 o.rsn 0.1000 0.1250 .0.2250' 0.4500
10.0531 5/16 2.5266 0..1562 0.0995 0.1244 0.2239 0.4478
lO.160Q.., ~Q92 2Vz 0.1546 0.0984 0.1230 0.2214 0.4.4211

11 0.2856 2.3091 0.1428 O.O909 0..1137 0..2046 0.4092
U.2ij89 .0.2783 2Y, 0.1391 0.0886 0.U07 0.1993 0.3986

12 0.2618 2.1167 0.1309 0.0883 0.1042 0.1875 0.3750
12.6664 14 2.0213 0..1250 0.0796 0.0995 0.1791 0.35&2
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TABLE .IV
GEAR nxJTH P\H,....

SI..ndnw;oo BoJd!~'ace Typ_ For' Pull-Lrnl(lh T!XIIlh G"I'IIt~litd .. Non.I~:==: ::: : g ,~;~,~mlr~~:tn,pI:'ft~~;~!:••~
CimiiiM I "'.(N'I"N'I~~~~ - t.a!i!! ~ 0... '-"- It" -~IlHCh,u oIH!! '.... DtM10', ~"'l .•, LCU.I ~ I IA. ! ~b I .DD,

12.7000 02414 Z' 0.1237 ~·.~mI g:~~~0.1711 0.3&12,
U o.2tl7 1.9638 0.1.208 0.1131 D.U6!

II

[<t: 0.22" 1.81.3 a.1122 a.a?!4 D.08g3 O.ISC7 0.3214
lULU 0.2111<1 1¥. 0.1082 0.0689 0.0861 0.1650 0.3100

U 0.21114 LG9:ia 0.10:.7 0.0067 0.0833-+-0.1&00 0.3000-.. 0.19!14 1.5816 0.0982 D.002S 0.07BI O.U~ 0.2812
16.7662 3111 al69 0.0938 0,0697 D.07~6 0.IU3 0.2686

~ r-~:::~fJir~1o.ons 0.01\.91 0.0'138 0.1329 0.2658
1.1 0.0924 0.0688 0.0135~o.132a 0.26(6
IS O.IH6 1.411. 0.0813 0..0666 0.0694 O.125G 0.2&00
19 0.11163 1.3368 0.OB21 .....'-'f!"" 0.11368
n 0.1611 1.2100 0.0785 0.111,00 0.0620 0.1120 ~210.3200 O.I~6 1'1\ 0.0173 O.049urU 0.n6;- 0.22011
21 0.14116 I,g(Ii)6 0.074.8 0.0416 0.0$91 U067 O.USf
n 0.1428 1.1&46 0.0714 0.OU60.M6b 0.1020 O.~OIO
23 O.I~ 1.1043 O.lI68J 0.006 '0.0542 0.09'11 0.1'54
21 0..1309 L0683 0.0665 0.0411- 0.0520 0.0937 0.11114
Z6 UZ67 1.0100 0.0628 0.0400 0.05G0' 0.0900 0.1Il00

U.U2B ~ 1.0106 0.0025 0)039 I0.0497 0..01195 0.1790
t5.4000 0.1237 'I '0.0618 0.039< 0.04.!t2 M8~ 0.1772

II 0..1208 'O.lI169 M604 0.0385 0.01.82 0.11861 o..lnt
21 0.11114 U407 O.05l!2 0..0370 O.O~ 0..01134 0.1651
211 0.1122 D.IIO'll O.05l!I 0..0351 0.0449 0..0I11III O.IIIZ
28 0.1083 0.11159 0"054.2 0.0345 0.0431 0..0779 O.IW

" 0.11147 0..14.61 0.~2]6 0..0333 0..0420. 0..0'153 0..1106
31 O.IOU ,0.8194 0..01l!)67 0.0323 0.040'1 0.\0'130. 0,'1"'"
JZ 0..0982 0..7938 0.04909 0.031<1 0.0396 0.0708 O.IU~
:13 0..0952 0.7W1 0.04160 0.0303 '0.0384 o..06IIT 0.13"

SUH? 0.0921 '" 0,II4&'1II '0.11296 0..03H 0.064;9 o.liss
34 0.092.4, D.1'~1 O.1I46Z0 0..02l!4 0.0373 0..0687 0.n34
36 0..01198 0.7261 0.0.*488 o..II2lIB 0.036,1 O.OO~ 0.• fi8

" 0.087! 0.7056 0.Q436S 0.1!278 Man 0.0631 0..1262
3T 0.01149 0.61165 0,04245 0.0.270 '0.0.344 0..0.614, 0.1~8
38 0.0.821 o..e684 0..0.4134 0..0263 0.0336 o..069'it 0.1198
3t 0..1)800 O.• U~ 0.04028 0.0256 o.c328 0.0581 D..lle8
4t O.0781i 0..6350 0..0.3927 0..0250 0.o.3~ o..DIl70 0..1140
41 a.D1Y 0.6196 0.03831 0.02U 0.0313 0.0.557 0,11'14
t2 0...07411 0.6018 0..0.37<0 0..0.2,38 0.0.306 0..05", 0..10.88
13 0..(1781 0.190.7 0..08653 O.GZM 0..0:11/9 O.06!J2 D.loa.

---*- o.ont, 0.5773 O.D3S70 0.O~7 0.0.293 O.DIliID 0.1040
0.0698 0.5644 0.03<91 0.0222, O.O~T 0.0509 0.101848 Ma8S usn o..oa415 oml T 0.0291. 0.0188 0.0"6., O.08eS '0.540• 0.08842 0.02U 0.0276 , 0.11488 0.1III7!

It 0.0iI66 0.Ii2!l2 0.03212 0.0.208 0.1!2711I OJM~:-~~49 0..0841 '0.51114 0.O3l05 O.Il2DC 0.1l2~~. 0.046i 0.1I9:i8
DO 0.0625 0.5080 0.0314.1 0..0200 O,D~' 0.11460 'Dm20

1\0,26114 1111 OJ063 0..03130. 0,01" ,o..CZ&8 0.11411 D.I!IIU
&0.100II I[l.osa ~, M3t>92 11.0181 o.o~ 0._ 0._

II

TABLE V
GEAR TOOTH PARTS

Full-Leo.,gtb Teeth F'in_e-pJtc:.b G,..rl
:Ded.""um-'~ I.~ + D P. +- 0.00'l"

Whol. o.ptb -UOOO + D. P. + O.OO'l"

Ol~ EHSIONSI~, INC,",£(
~!Mtfll ,- -.. bO<iOiI. Whltit"~"

_r_
""=" fh ....... Mna dlilm M' I/00I.
(O~I (~T•• ) (~I 10) (001

II 0,03080 0.01.96 0.0:165 0.04S1 O.~
62 0.03024 0.01.'92 0)0261 O.OoUS O.OIM
69 0.02964 0.0189 0.0246 0.0485 0)0870
114 0.02m 0.01'86 0.0242: 0.0427 0.0864
5!i D,02858 0.01:82 0)0238 0.0420 0.0840
M 'O.O!806 0.0179' 0.023C 0.0418 0.0826
,67 ,0.lnnS O!O'l75 0.0231 O.().IOO 0.0812
68 ,0.027011 0)01'72: 0.0227 0.0393 0.07~,

n 0.02a62: D.la6S 0.0223 '0.0393 'O.o'lU,
se O.0t618 0.0167 0.0220 0.0311'7 o.ont
,II 0.0217&, 'O.OIU. 0.0217 0.0!81 O.oU2
e2 0.02134, 0.0161 O.02H 0..0375 '0.0750
1\3, M24a .0.0169 0.0210 0.0369 0'.0738
M 0.02U4 .0.0156 0.0208 0.03S1 0.0'128
G5 M2U7 '0.0164 '0.0205 0.03&8 ,o.ons
Gil' 0'.02880 '0.0152 '0.0202 0.03&3 il.0706
67 0.023« 0.0149 0.0199 0.0348 0.0096
68 MIlIIO 0.0147 0.0196 o.oau 0.061!l!
69 0.02277 0.0146 0.0194 .0.0839 0.0078
10 0.02l)4~! 0.0143 O.Ol9l 0.0834 0.0668

72 0.02182! 0.0139 0,0187 0.0326 0.0062
'74 'O.O211ll, 0.0135 0.0182 0.0317 0.0034
78 O.0l!0457 '0.0132 0.0178 '0.0309 0.0618
78 0.0%014 0.0128 0.0174 0.0902 'D.0604

80 0)01964 .0.0125 0.0170 0.0296 10.06110,
82: 0.0191e 0.0122 0.0166 0.0288 O'-OIiU
8t, 0.018110 o.oU9 MUI3 0.0282 0.06114
86 0.01127 D.OU6 o.eiso 0.0218 O.oU!
88 0.01786 0'.0114 e.cise 0.0270 0'.0540
90 0.01746 0.0111 0.01.63 0.02~ 0.0628
~2 0 ..01707 0.01011 0.0150 0.0269 0.0118
'g.jJ .0.0167] 0.,0106 0,0148, 0.'0264 0.0601
se 0.01686 0',0104, 0.OU6, 0.0249 0.~98
98 0.01603, 0.0102 0.01(2' 0.0244 0,0488

100 0.01671 010100 0.0140 0.0240 0.0480
102 0.01640 0.0098 0.0138, 0.02M 0.0472
lOt 0.01610 0.0096 0.018G 0.0282 0.0464

(Continued on page 48)



CLAS,SIFIED'
- - - - -

Rates: ,$75 per column inch (minimum I Inchl
Classilied Oisplay-S100 per inch (minimum 3 ~I
Type WIll be set 10 dvenlse(s layout or Gear
T:ecflnology willi sel type at no extra charge'
Word Count: 35 characters per line. 7 nnas per
Inch.

Paymen,t: Full payment must accompany
classified ads, Mail copy '10'Gear Technology.
P'.O. BolC 1426. Elk Grove V.lllage, IL 60007
Agenc)" Commission: No agency commission
on r,egular or display classifieds.

Clolng d Ie,: Ad's must be' f'ecelved by the 251h
of the month. two' months Iprlor 10 publJcation.
(8.g. August25~h lor Ihe October Issue).
Acceptance: Publisher reserves Ihe rlghl to'
aocept or reject claSSified advertisements allhl5
dlscretlon.

G,ENERATIED' 'GR'OUNID G,EARS
ANIY PIITCH, ANGLE, HELIX

MAX 4DP, ,80" DIIA
SPUR, HEL, IFACE, INT, CONICAL

IIN'VINC'IBLIEGEAR CO.
1119701MAYFlllEtD IDEPT GT

L.IVONIA, MI 481150
(313) 421·46201

We have a very modern CNC machine
shop with capability 01cuttingl spur and
helical gears up 10 '96". Excellenl
!Quality Assurance Departmenl to oversee
machining, gear cutting and assembly_
We have Ibeen providing production ma-
chinery since 1946.

GEO"CHURDHILL, INC.

3701 Johnson
Safari Indusl.riaJ Park

P.O. Box 518
Chanute. Kansas 66,7211

Contact: Bernard Dick
316-431-0500

HELP' WANTIED

GEAR ENGINEER
Position open for app'lli:cants
with extensive experience
in ailr craft gear processing.
Must have complete' know-
ledge' of gear manufactur-
ing. Applicants with 'gear-
box design preferred. Must
be,am:bitious and ha.vea
desireto advance ..

.A.CR INDUSTRIES,!, INC.
29.200 Calahan

Roseville, MI 48066
(813) 773-0450

SUBCONTRACT WORK

Protype or procurnon up [0 34'
Breakdown work - fast turnaround

Complete machinIng. heat treat. lappIng and testing

CALL US!

,B&R ,MACHININ'GI
PO 80x. 536

Sharon. TN 38255
1-800-.238-065 1

TELL OUR
,ADVE:R,lISER,S

VOU ,SAW
rr IN

GEAR TIEC'HNO,LIOGY

Gleason SpIral Bevel Gears
SpeClalrst any quantity I.2' to
100' diameter

AMARILLO GEAR
PO 80x 1789

Amanllo. Texas 79105
(8061 622-1273

There's sUll time ..•
c'losingl date for a classi1iedl ad
lin the Dec/Jan Issue is
Octlober 25th.

A rULL SEVICK, CO. PANY SUPPLYlNOT,1IE AlROSPJAiCE- - - -

D CO ERCIALINDUS,TRIES WITRgUALITY PI.ODDCTS.

V[NCOIll B-1 RADIUS/ANGLE WHEEL DRESSER
VINCOIll SPLINEDICATORS AND WEAR GAGES

VINCO GEAR MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
GEAR COMPONENTS AND PARTS
OPERATIONAL GEAR GRIINDING

SPLINE GAGES AND A_RBORS
MASTER GEARS

TIFCO SPLINE, INC.
VINCO<ll PRODUCTS

29905 ANTHONY DRIVE WIXOM, MECHIGAN 48096
(3,1.3) 398·62,60

®SINCE 1963

OctolJer-November 198'4 ,41



TABLE VI
ca:.:t.lt TtHl'fll I',-\HT:-o.

"·uU-[...en~h T..-pCh "·i!l~-P~h·hI;~;I!J"!I
IlMitMum - I 'b'JDI) + [) I' +- tHJi!I'l"

Wbnlp lh-jJ:ll~ _ "~)niIJ ....n 11 +- U!.JIiN'·

DIMENSIONS IHI IINCHES

106 0.01482 0.0094 0.0133 I 0.0228 , M46ij
108 0.OU~4 0.009,3 0.0131 0.0224 0.0.U8
110 D.OI·US 0.009.1 0.0129 0.0220 0.04.0
1.12 0.014.02 'O.Q(II!S' 0.0127 0.0216 0.0432

I U 0.01378 'O.Q(II!S 0.0126 0.0213 0.0426
116 0,01364 0.0086 0.0123 0.0210 ,0.0420
118 0:013:11 0.008~ 0.0122 0.0206 0.0412

__ 1:..2.::,0_+-0:...0:..1:.::.309 0.0083:-+-.,.0'.,.OI,..,2.,.0-l~0:-.0..:.2__0S:"""'+-.;,'O'.,.0:-406=-_
122 o.Oliss r-'0IO08Z o.onB 0.0200 0.0400
:L2~, '0:0126,7 0.0081 0.0117 0.01D7 0:0394
126 0.01247 0.0079 0.0115 '0:0195 0.0390
128 0.01227 0.0073 a.olu 0.0]92 0.0384
130 0.01208 0.0077 0.0112 0.0189 0.0378
192. 0.OU90 0.0076 0.0111 0.0187 I 0.0374
134 0.01172 0.0076 0.0110 0.0184 0.0968
:188 0.01165 0.0074 0.0108 0.0182 0.0364

1311 0.01\88 o.ocii2~'o.OI07 0.0119 -t-lo:".03~.r.I!::._:--
140 0.0 I!22 0.0011 O.OI,(M! '0.0117 0._4
142 0.OU06 0.0070 0.0105 '0.0116 0.0350
Iff 0.01091 0..00;9 O.ot03 o.oU3 0.Q346

--IU-+- O.OIiYi6 ro.onfi8t--O-.O-IO-.~-+-0-.O-I-'-I-+-o-.o""a4-2'----

148 0.01061 0.0068 0.0101 0.0169 0.0338
150' 0.010" 0.0061 0.0100 0.016?' 0.0334
152 0:01033 0.0066 0.1KI~9 0.0165 '0.0330

0.016~ 0.0326,
0.0161 0.03~2
0.0159' 0.0318
0.0158 0.0316

0.01020
0.01007
0.00994
0.00982

0.006&
0.0064
0.0063
0.0063

0.00!I8
0.0091
0.0096
0.0096

o.oooi.-
0.00873
0.00821
0.0078li

no
180
HiO
200

O.005~'
0.0056
0.0053
o.oo~

0.0091
0.0081
'0.0083,
0.0080

0.01,49 0..0298
0.0142 ,0.0284
O.OI!!e 0.0272
0.0130 0.0260

2'10
220
230
2(0
250

0.00'!'8
0,00714
0.00683
0.00665
0.0D828

0.~8
0.0045
0.0043
0.0042
0.0040

0.0071
0.0075
.0.0072
0.0070
0.00;8

0.0125 0.0250
a.OHO 0.02(0
0.0116 0.0232
0.0112 n.Q224,

, 0.0108 o.oue

TABLE VII
la:.IR TOOTH' P,\IITS

\'''i.'' StudJl"1 !'J1,u!...TonIh (:nr-.
-\!I,drnd~1ll1 - J~ + ID.P'.
[).rdr~\I.!'11 I!I!! iiJ +.1).1).
Whotit' Depth - iil.M + I), l~

01MENSION! IN INC,US
'D!,t!llltfr,1 CMaMl -~...... I'I'hotiirao;C!'I DMWTIIIOIII

"'H:iI I!HI:"""" Ihll!!l - - ~ ...I"", U;:UI_. ,A, ,., ~W'DI (lJ't'iI

3 U2.36 O.2G61 0~33 0.6000 I.WOO
~Ii 0.U88 U28G '0.21151 0.5143 I.~,
4 O.l921 0.2000 00.2100 M600 0.9000
6 O.ll14~ 0.1600 0.2000 0.3600 0.7,ZOO
6 0.2~1H 0.H3S 0.1861 0.3000 0.800Q

7 OcUlI 0.1143 D.U28 0.2671 UH2
8 O.IN' 0.1000 0.1260 0.2260 M&OO
i 0.1746 O.0S8U e.uu 0.2000 0 .•000

10 0.1511 0.0600 0.1000 0.1800 0;3&00
II O.I~~ 0.0727 O.~ 0.1636 D.nn

12 0.1309 0.0667 0.0133 0.1500 O.MOO
IS 0.1208 0.0615 0.0769 0.1384 0.~768
U 0.1l~2 0.(l6Tl 0.0114 0.1285 U670
15 0.1047 o.o~aa. 0.OU1 0.1200 o.uoo
15 0'.0982 O,D!>OQ 0.0.26 0.1125 0.2260

'17 0.0924 0.0471 O.OW' U(f!, 0.2111
18 0.0878 0.0444 0.0~66 0.1000 0.2000
U 0.0827 0.0'21 0.O62~ O.09n 0.lf94
20 O.oT65 OAl400 MBOO 0.0900 0.1&00
n 0.0714 0.0384 '0.001 0.0318 0.1636'

~4 0..OU4 0.0333 0.0417 omS(! 0.1500
26 '0..060<1 0.0308 ,0.0384 0.0692 0.13 t,

28 0.0681, 0.028G 0.0351 O.(M!~ a.12Be
~o 0.0524 0.0267 0.033~ 0.0600 o.noo
32 0.04$1 0.0250 0..0312 0.05~.2 0.1124

84 0.04S2 0.0235 0.1129< 0.0629 0.1058
3' 0_0436

I
0.0222 0.027. o.osoo 0.1000

lI8 0.0413 0.0211 0.11263' 0,0474 0.0948
10 '.GIU 0.(l200 0.0250 0.0460 0.0900

Reprinted with permission of Fellows Corporation, Emhart Mf.!chirlertj
Group, Bar 851, Springfield, VT 05156·0851. @Copyrighf
.1955 Fellows Corporation,
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Ne:w Flello,ws FS181 Ge'ar S!haper Com:bines
GNC wi'thl Hiydromechani'cal Strolkin:g Systlem.
Pitch, Di'am.t .• lI"stot 801 mm C7"lil
IParl Quality to IDINICL •• ",
IAOMA 'Cia•• 111),

Fellows new FS 180 CNC IIF!Y-
DAOSTIAOKE" Gear Stlaper com-
Ibines computer numerical cantrall
with the proven KYDROSTROKE
strokinglsystem. It's a oompletely
new design for the demanding,
rapid production levers of g,ear.s up
to 1180 mm (7"" pitch diameter with
precision to DIN Class '6 (AGMA
Ol'ass 11).

The compact FS1,80 meets, indus-
try requir,ementsfor ,extremel:y high
production ,of smaUer gear sizes
such as those in current automotive
transmission designs,

The FS160 Gear Shaper prom-
ises dramatic productivity gains with
these features: CNC centrota new
qUic1k-return stroking system, uni-
fnrm controliedcuWngl forc,e" highl
strol<ingllrates up to' 11100. SPM, ina-

chine function monitoring sensors,
and variable inreed rates. Variable
infeedllrates dur,ing infeed r'educe
totall cycle time" parti'cul'ady ensmall
gears or when mUltipass outting ..

The machine is also designed to'
take advantage of coated cutting
tools, sucn as TIN. Production can
be increased without sacrificing
tool life.

CNC 'Cont,rols.the FS1180
Mach'ln.lFunclions

The modular CNG system-de ..
signed specifically for gear shaper
control-utilizes the latest micro-
computertechnolog,y, interface
hardware,and state-of-the-art mod-
UlaJi softw.are, and ls "operator-
friendly"~making it easy to learn
and operate.

!Buill-'in sensors monitor and
control machine functions with
feedback to' the input/output data
monitoringl console. Critical sensors
and control logic are backed up with
a redundant system to ensure unin-
te.rrupted operation in the unlikely
event of malfuncti'on. TM CNC con-
trol can be readily Interfaced: wah
automatic I'oading equipment'-
including robots. -

Should a malfunction occur, the
CNC multllevel monitoring and diag-
nostic system shows the' operator-

'on the OFiT screen-whers' the
IProb'lem ls, and how to remedy it .....
even shuts tM machine down if the
malfunction warrants.

IHYDROSTROKE S,stem .t
the Heart of th.IMachln.

While CNC optimizes the FS180's
performance, IF,eiJowspatented
HVC'R.OSTROKE. system gives it
the 'extra competitive edge: the an-
tire cuttlngtorce is concentrlic to the
cutter; stroking speeds to 1700' per
minute-inf:initely variable; IPropor-
tional quick-return ratios permit
higher stroking speeds without loss
of tool uta; and variablefeedl rates
produce shorter cycle times.

FSt 80 Machine Data M.trlc Inch

Nominal PlIch Diameter
(Internal or IExternaQ
Maximum IDiametral Pitch

It. MaxJmum IFac,eWidth
'eI Maximum Helix Angle4S0

Maximum Stroking Speed . .
linActual Production 1700 SPM 1700 SPM

CtRCIJE A-6 ,ON READER REPLYCARD

180 mm 7"
4MOD U

32 mm 1.25<l"
45°

W,II.'or 'Compl.t .•
Information

For complete information on the
new Fellows FS1801 eNC HYDRO-
STROKE Gear Shaper, write iFeliows
Corporation, Emhart Machinery
Group. Box 851, Spr.ingfield, VT
05156-'0651 or calli (802) 886-'8333.

IilllolHS
MACHINERY GROUP

EMtMAT'




